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December 1976 
E.A.A. CHAPrER 168 

From Your President: 

May I thank you, the members, and those 1978 Elected Officers who have contrib
uted so much effort to make this a most successful Chapter Year. It's Your 
Chapter. In being a cohesive group, you should be deservedly proud of the local 
and international status you have achieved during the past year. This has been 
brought about, in part, by numerous functional idea.a suggested by you. Our 
HANGAR ECHOES Newsletter received a new for~at and reproduction capability which 
has received National recognition. The Chapter acquired, restored and has in 
it's Tool assets three platform scales for Weight & Bala.nee determination. The 
Airpark Fly-In/Drive-In was most enjoyable to all who were able to attend. Two 
Do-It-Yourself Workshops at Addison Airport provided practical experience and 
expertise to those who were fortunate in being able to attend. To those respon
sible for the for-illulation of the Monthly Meeting Programs, it was gratifying to 
note your enthusiastic acceptance of their educational and entertainment concept. 
As a climax, the December XMAS Dinner Meeting provided an atmosphere to a perfect 
attitude/altitude, excellent food together with a graphic description by Dr. 
Howard Wisener of his Around-The-World Bonanza Flight Record Attempt. With the 
help a.nd advice of past Officers and total Membership, your 1979 Officers are 
surely to creatr an even more progressive year. 

To accomplish an orderly and efficient transition from the "Old-To-The-New'' 
Officers, the Chapter needs a. continued E.A.A. 3pirit of individual member 
immediate response and cooperation in: 

MEMBERSHIP REID.WAL - Be sure a.nd fill out Form together with 
Remittance. Revised Form is required for 
Membership Roster and 1979 Y:ear monthly 
Mailing Labels for HANGAR ECHOES Newsletter 

"DO IT TO~Y" IT WILL BE MOST HELPFUL AND APPRECIATED 

This issue of HANGAR EGHOES continues to be extensive in content. Its informa
tion and news should provide for an evening of reading enjoyment, thanks to our 
Editor, Dick Cavin. The supplement section pertaining to PROPELLERS is a col
lection from my files which were initially started some forty years ago. The 
information being presented should be valid for the Ultra-Light through those 
two hundred horsepower bullets you are oonsidering or have in construction status. 

Also, for your convenience, a Chapter Membership Renewal Form and a OSHKOSH 
1979 HOUSING RESERVATION REQUEST. Now is the time to ma.ke reservations for 
assurance of Lodging during the July 28 - August 4, 1979 Event. Reservations 
are transferable if you leter determine you may be unable to attend. 

MARK YOUR CALLENDER: The 4th Tuesday, 23 January 1979 Meeting Program will 
feature our friends from Canada, Chris Heintz and "Red II Morris. Their program 
will be a presentation of the ZENAIR aircraft Design, Construction and Flight 
Operation philosophy. Movies will be projected depicting the preparations and 
successful completion of the 23 hour, 3,000 mile nonstop, Canada Coast-To-Coast 
Record Setting Flight by "RED'' MORRIS who utilized a TRI-Z Hbmebuil t Aircraft. 

For the past, present and 1979 Chapter Officers, may I wish your a 

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY, PROSPEROUS NE'N YF.A.R 

Charles Penry 



NORTH DALLAS CHAPTER 168 - EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION 

1979 MEMBERSHIP - RENEWAL: (DUES STILL $6.00/YFAR) 

NAME WIFE♦ S NAME ---------------- --------------
ADDRESS ARFA CODE &: PHONE NO. --------------- ----------
CITY ______________ STATE _______ ZIP CODE_...,... _______ _ 

NATIONAL E.A.A. MEXBERSHIP 
AIRCRAFl' PROJECT - HAVE PLANS: ______ ~MPLErE __ NUMBER: _______ _ 

AIRCRAFT PROJECT - RESTORATION ~------------' COMPLEl'E -------
OTHER AIRCRAFI' - MAKE MODEL N# ---------- ----- ---------
DUES PAID ON ______________ CHECK NO ______ CASH _____ _ 

NOTE: ALL OF THE ABOVE INFORMATION IS REQUIRED TO COMPILE AND PUBLISH THE MEMBERSHIP 
ROSTER. A PROMPT RENEWAL BEFORE 31 DECEMBER 1978 WILL BE MOST HELPFUL IN THE 
PREPARATION OF THE MAIL LABELS REQUIRED FOR THE 1979 MAILING OF HANGAR ECHOES 

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: E.A.A. CHAPTER 168 - MARK FOR: 1979 DUES 

MAIL TO: Richard M. Johnson, Treasurer, 3815 Weeburn Dr. UNTIL 31 DEC. 1978 
Dallas, Texas 75229 (Phone: 214/352-1500) 

John C. Crook, Treasurer, 9923 Grove Oaks Blvd. AFTER 1 JAN. 1979 
Dallas, Texas 75217 (Phone: 214/286-6618) 

OSHKOSH 1979 E.A.A. - 1979 
Housing Reservation Request 

July 28 - August 4 University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh 
Now is the time for those chapter members who want to stay together in the 
dorms to make their reservations. Last year we were all on the same floor 
of Gruenhagen Hall. 

f·,n out the attached form and send or give to Jim Rushing by January 26. 

All checks should be made payable to the University of Yisconsin - Oshko~h. 

_( 
Last Name First M. I. 

Street Address Arrival Date Departure Date 

City State Zip 

Type of accommodations desired: Single qoom Double Room -- --

Send Reservation Request and $5.00 per person deposit to: 

Chapter 168 Housing 
J. F. Rushing 
Rt. l , Box 107 
Allen, Texas 75002 

PHONE: Res. 214/727-5630 
Bus. 214/996-3898 



HANGAR ECHOES 
Editor 

DICK CAVIN 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

214/351-4604 

December, 1978 

DORMAN HINCHLIFFE FLIES! At Lancaster Airport on Sunday, 
November 12, DCRMAN lit the fuse on his own personal rocket and 
his Cassutt was up a nd away and thus DORMAN joined the s~lect 
group that have made the first flight of an airplane they built. 
Our heartiest congratulations for a job well done! 

The f irst flight lasted about a half hour and he was happy to 
repor t there were no problems. He had made only one taxi run 
at p r etty gocx:1 spe ed prior to f l ying and said t h e airplane as 
very easy to control o n the ground, altho' it as quick to 
respond , as are all s hort co upled aircraft. 

He said t he spectators for his 1st flight reminded him of how 
the Roman s looke d as they threw the Christians to the lions. 

He let i t fly off after about 900' of run and after a few 
overcontrol bobb les he got it settled down to a 150 mph climb 
to 3500' where he proceeded to do some stalls and turns. Stalls 
were ver y gentle, he said, coming at 70 mph indicated. He made 
a low pass fly-by and got a little surprise how fast the air
speed went up to 215 mph when he tucked the nose down a little. 
He dropped it in about a foot on the first landing, but since 
then has been greasing it on. 

The Cassutt will indicate about 200 mph at full throttle, Dorman 
says. He has flown a T-18 a little and says it reminds him a 
lot of the T-18 in control response. He also said he felt any 
qualified Luscombe pilot would have no real problems with the 
Cassut t. 

(Maybe he'll let up on me now for getting him into the Cassutt 
project - Ed.) 

C TER 68 PO BOX 168 ADDISON TEXAS 75001 



I stopped in on WADE MUMAW' s Hi perbipe project a t his Addison 
hangar again the other day a nd he was just winding up the weld
ing on the basic fuselage. There are a lot of little items on 
a welded fuselage that eat up lots of time. There are always 
those little "stand off" brackets (that support the fairing 
stringers } and t h ey have to be carefully lined up, so that the 
stringers are st r a igh t and true underneath the fabric . Intern
ally, there are numerous pulley brackets and fairlead supports 
that requi r e fa i r ly precise alignment and all the things like 
this will easily chew up a week's work after the fuselage looks 
like it is completely we l d ed. 

... 

The control system is another big time eater and Wade is well 
into that, too. His rudder pedals are finished and b rake pedals 
are made, also, and fitted to the rudder pedals. The control 
sticks, with their walking beams, pillow blocks, idler arms, bell 
cranks, and torque tubes, c onsist of a lot of small c omponent 
parts to be fabricated, welded, assembled, and insta l led, and 
here again a lot more time is involved than meets t he eye . 

There are large doors on e ach side of h Hiperbipe and here 
again there are hinges to be fitted, frames to be cut and welded, 
and latch and handle mechanisms to be fabricated . 

Wade has a brother that has a large mac ine shop i n Northeast 
Dallas and it is well equipped with a wide variety of sophisti
cated production machinery , so he has been able to speed up some 
of his small part production when some of the shear s and punches 
were idle for an hour or so. 

Wade has also definitely dec ided to go with a new 180 Lye . and 
an aerobat ic Hartzell constant speed prop. A very wise choice. 
That will enable him to use t he stock Hiperbipe d ynafocal 
engine mount that the main (Wi ttman type) gear legs plug into, 
thus forming a compact integra l unit. The extra h orsepower will 
enable him to get the full aerobatic capability o ut of the air
plane, too. 

The Hiperbipe uses four ailerons that can be simultaneously 
lowered as flaps and become "flaperons" on approach and land ing 
and enhance its STOL abilit y . 

By now you are probably thinking how nice it would be to have a 
Hiperbipe project under way in your workshop. Well , it so 
happens that someone else in the chapter is of like mind - none 
other than Mr. Nice Guy himself, JIM YOUNG. By the time you 
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read this Jim's fuselage kit will be here. He was lucky 
enough to pick up a ready-to-ship kit that someone else had 
to turn back in at the last minute. By coincidence, Jim's 
hangar is next door to Wade's, so there's going to be lots 
of Hiperbipe talk and doin's at that end of the hangar line. 

Now you might think that one pair of new projects at the same 
time would be a little unusual, but in a chapter like 168 
'taint so. A new member, Me W. GRAHAM, has ordered a complete 
Tri Z (Zenith) kit from Zenair in Canada and JOHN REEVES 
preceeded that by a few days, so we'll soon see a couple of 
Chris Heinz' latest design taking shape. It appears that the 
tricycle gear, all-metal 3 place design is appealing to a 
considerable number of people. 

You'll get a closer look and possibly a ride in the Tri Z 
soon, as Red Morriss will take the Tri Zona nationwide tour 
prior to the Chino fly-in and Dallas is on his itinerary. Also, 
he may be able to arrange his schedule to coincide with our 
regular monthly meeting. 

M. w. GRAHAM has a ranch just west of Celina and he has a 
3000' turf air strip on it that he used to fly his twin in 
and out of some time back. It's listed on the Dallas sectional 
chart as Graham Ranch. 

I just learned that GEORGE SIMS, the president of our sister 
chapter 34, flew his KR-1 for the first time in early November. 
I don't have any details on it at present, other than that he 
has one of the 2 cylinder 60 hp. Franklins in it instead of 
the VW engine. This is the first KR-1 or 2 to fly in the 
Metroplex area, altho' a number of them are under construction. 

We've received quite a number of favorable coaments on our 
recent hangar "party 0 at Addison, with requests to "do it 
again". We plan to do just that, but I'm afraid we'll have to 
wait until the weather moderates before we can plan another. 
Just as sure as we'd plan one it would be freezing cold and 
maybe raining or snowing, so it'll have to wait for spring 
unless we can find some large heated hangar to hold forth. 

NORMAN SEATON called me to tell me that DAVE BLANTON was in 
town for the night and was staying at the Blanton Towers (only 
now it's known as the Executive Inn). I called Dave and of 
course the main topic of our conversation was about the Ford 
Pinto engine conversion that he is presently flying in an old 
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Cessna 172. Dave's account of it in a recent issue of Sport 
Aviation is still essentially correct. The deficient timing 
belt item is apparently in the process of being changed by 
Ford, after polite urging by the D of T, so with this change it 
appears that the engine will be of aircraft quality. The 
complete unit comes out about 100 lbs. heavier than a comparable 
180 hp Lye~ bi1t there is a strong rumor going around that Ford 
will shave off 30 of those 100 lbs. by going to an aluainum 
head. (Auto makers a.re slowly being forced to be weight 
conscious, too)& 

The other 70 lb5. of overweight could be nearly zeroed out on a 
4 hour flight, as the Ford engine burns 2 gal./hour less than 
a lSO Lye$ Less fuel would have to be carried to achieve the 
same rangee 

Dave feel~ the engine would be a natural for replica projects 
and new designs that specifically had the Pinto engine in 
mind, but existing designs might be hard put to accomodate the 
extra weight on the nose@ Most would require major redesign 
or modification© 

The cost factor, tho', is a breath of fresh air. A brand new 
engine (turbocharged) would come out about $2000 while a 
rebuild might be had in the $1100 to $1200 rangee Also don't 
forget lower parts replacement costs and the lower fuel costs. 
The engine could save one around $2.00 per hour, or the cost of 
the engine itself in a 1000 hr. period! 

Dave is most pleased with the T/0 and climb performance of 
the C-172 with the engine/prop combo. It consistently climbs 
1500 1 /min. or better, but of course the constant speed prop 
lets the pilot select the proper blade angle for the specific 
condition. It's a whole lot like trying to climb a too-steep 
mountain road with the car in high gear. It not only results 
in poor "cliDtb" performance, but also "bogs down" the engine. 
Another analogy would be like trying to get an airplane to 
climb when the wing is just on the verge of a stalling angle. 
A highly pitched prop (big bite) is just the ticket for cruise 
performance~ but it needs to operate at a low drag (small bite) 
angle for best climb performances 

Had you ever taken the time to really see how much horsepower 
you are r~ally using for takeoff? Take a 150 hp engine that is 
rated at 150 hp~ at 2700 rpm and if the engine is only turning 
2200 at the time you break ground, how much of your available 



150 hp. is being used? If you don't have a power (h.p. vs. 
rpm) chart available, here's a clue: To find 75% power, take 
10% off your rated rpm of 2700 and at 2430 rpm (approx.) you 
are only developing 112 hp1 You can readily see without a 
controllable pitch prop that can "shift gears" and let the 
engine develop its maximum potential hp. that you are truly 
robbing yourself at the most critical part of aircraft flight. 
(The above cases are not 100% correct technically, but are 
close enough for illustration). 

Dave is president of Javelin Aircraft Corp. in Wichita and he 
makes "slipper" tanks for many executive aircraft and he makes 
frequent trips to Dallas to bring tanks to Rockwell and super
vise installation, so he's promised to schedule one of his 
trips down here on the 4th Tuesday of the month and put on a 
program for us, in which he'll cover every aspect of the 
engine conversion. Yes, he'll have a Q and A session on it, 
too. We may not have too much notice on his visit, so we may 
not get to announce it in the newsletter. 

Now if you haven't paid your $6.00 chapter dues for 1979 yet, 
that program alone ought to be worth your six bucks, so don't 
drag your feet. That's just 2!!!. of 12 real •eaty prograas and 
newsletters we've got on tap for '79, so why not raid Junior's 
piggy bank if you're short now? He's bound to have a lousy 
6 bucks rat-holed. 

DAVE BLANTON is also the designer of the Wichawk biplane and 
our new secretary, J. o. ODLE, has hopes of getting his flying 
the coming yeare He hasn't committed for an engine yet, so 
the Ford might be okay for him. I recently said J. o. was 
an ex B-25 pilot for the USAF. I almost got into trouble 
there. He was with the USMC. 

FRANCIS RICHARDSON is one of those that will fly his homebuilt 
next year. He just got his folding wing signed off by John 
Wagner, of the FTW "EMDO" office of FAA. He will get the 
final inspection just before 1st flite time when the engine 
hook up and cowling installation is complete. Francis has 
seats, seat belt and shoulder harness, upholstery, and radio 
installation yet to complete inside of the cockpit, plus 
some glass work on his doors. He also has a little more to 
do on the engine controls and a little cowling work yet to 
do and he'll be ready to roll it out for painting. It'll be 
ready to fly in early spring probably. 

s. 



MACK COBB is really getting with it on his T-18 out at Air 
Park. From~ distance it looks ready to fly now, but of 
course he lots to do inside the cockpit yet and his engine 
is bolted to the aount and not really installed yet, so he'll 
have to really aake tracks to have it ready in time to go to 
OSH in '79. Mack's power plant is a Lye. 0-360 (180 boss), 
that he bought from Bobby Osborn and it only has about 200 
hours on it since new. He's starting off with a Sensenich 
wood prop~ that a lot o:f T-18ers are using these days. 

BOB ROPER has moved his T-18 project out to MIKE SWICK's new 
hangar at Ae'!t:0 Cotmtry. Bob bought a. lot there at Aero 
Country a.nd will build his house/hangar there, too. His T-18 
isn't too £ax behind Mack's. It will be full IFR and he 
already ha~ his panel complete and it will be an eye-opener at 
fly-ins no doubt. Bob and Mack are both meticulous workers 
and are building really show quality airplanes. Their air
planes remind me of a certain gruff FAA inspector that used 
to snort every time 0 amateu.r 0 built, hell - some of those guys 
make factory airplanes look like junk!" 

G. s. CU\RDY's hanging in there on his T-18 project, too. All 
three of those guys are fairly close together. He's about to 
wind up his wing work now and that will about finish up his 
0 hull" work.. He has a brand new 180 cyldesdale Lye., to hang 
on it and a constant speed prop, also brand new, for it, so 
he and Irene will go air touring in style one of these days. 
He's giving Irene some T-18 stick time quite a~lot these days. 
She's really enjoying it, too, and will really start learning 
to fly this coming spring and later will "graduate" to the 
T-18 after solo and go on to get her private in it. Several 
women around the country have done that very thing. 

An interesting point emerged at OSH this year among the T-18 
fleet that fl~w in from California. The ones with 180 hp. 
Lyes. and constant speed props were markedly more efficient 
than the others with 150 or 160 hp. engines and fixed pitch 
props, both in fuel mileage and flite time. They could 
utilize the extra power to quickly climb to altitude and then 
•'shift gears0 to where the engine was really loafing (for 
maximum economy) and yet they were really clicking along. I 
noticed that none of those that had fixed pitch props had 
manifold pressure gauges. I've also noticed that a lot of 
pilots seem to think that they don't need MAP gauges with 
fixed pitch props. Nothing could be further from the truth. 

I was out at Air Park on a balmy afternoon recently when a 
dif.ferent s~i.:mding airplane buzzed around the pattern. I 
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thought a new Cassutt was in town at first until it dawned on 
me that it was a Sonerai. Being a Sonerai it had to be 
KEITH WINSHIP flyi.ng MARV BROTT' s new 'un and saying "Ain't 
this a little cutie?" to the guys out at Airpark. It really 
is a cutie, too, and it scoots right along. I've since 
learned that Marv has now flown the little bird and was over
joyed with how well his handiwork flew. In particular, he 
was aost pleased with its gentle characteristics. 

The other night at our meeting ED LAWRENCE had some up to date 
pictures of his Sonerai II project and it's really beginning 
to look like an airplane. It's up on the gear with the complete 
tail group installed and is getting mighty close to covering 
stageo I was expecially happy to learn that Ed is back working 
on his project again. It's been a long dry spell for him, but 
things are going his way now. He has had all his wing parts 
made for a long time, so he should have some pictures of a 
pair of completed .folding wings to show around one of these 
days soon. 

BARRY EDEN is taking a long look at the Sonerai II design, now 
that he has decided to back off from building the PDQ-2. He 
still has the water cooled 2 cycle snow mobile engine that he 
bought for the PDQ and he's looking at the reasability of using 
that engine in the new project. Maybe one of those engine
less BD-5 boys will hear about his engine and make him an 
offer he can't refuse. He's also taking a look at the Taylor 
Bird. 

Speaking of the Taylor Bird, there's a very strong possibility 
that Mr. c. G. TAYLOR may move to Texas, bringing the airplane 
project along with him. He and his wife are finding California's 
coastal climate unhealthy in their late years for one thing. 
He's also in the need of financing in order to stock raw 
materials and parts before beginning kit production. 

The Bird has come thru its 1st flight test period with flying 
colors, but this should come as no great surprise to any one. 
Mr. Taylor has been designing airplanes for over 50 years and 
as monument to his design expertise, we can point to the fact 
that more people have learned to fly in Taylor designed air
planes than any other kind. 

Mr. Taylor has a keen insight into the needs of the home
builder: First of all he recognized that we!!!:!!!. adapt an 
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automobile engine to aircraft if costs are to be kept within 
range of the average man. His Subaru engine conversion demon
strates his practical knowledge and experience, for it 
obviously is the best choice of those available in the horse
power and cost range; Secondly, he obviously was mindful of a 
need to simplify aircraft construction techniques, to radically 
reduce construction time, and to keep material costs to a 
minimum. Basically, he starts with a large aluminum tube as 
a 1 'keel.,, or backbone, and bolts the pilot seats, controls, 
landing gear, wings, and tail group to it. He then attaches.a 
light shell 0£ .fiberglas to this super-simple aluminum "Breezy", 
that gives it a low drag shape along with eye appeal. This 
non-structural enclosure encompasses several items that norm
ally require much time to jig aqd build, thus reducing the 
number of parts, fasteners, and man hours to a minimum. 

The wings, too, ue simplicity. All the ribs are identical, 
the spar is about as uncomplicated as it's possible to be, and 
the aluminum skin is designed to be pop-riveted, along with the 
rest of the structure. Everyone familiar with JOHN THORP's 
matched hole tooling techniques (of jigless assembly methods) 
readily recognize how quickly such a rectangular wing is 
adaptable to this fast, safe advance in construction methods. 

The builder's pocketbook is again of prime consideration with 
the incorporation of a simple wing folding mechanism. The 
wing is of cantilever construction for minimum drag (and thus 
reducing required horsepower). 

You might ask, 0 Why tandem seating?" The answer is the same 
as for the Varieze. A pusher design is strongly affected by 
the size and smoothness of the fuselage in front of the prop. 
The number of square inches of equivalent flat plate area is 
~ less for tandem seating, too, so tandem seating is a very 
logical choice for pusher installa.tions. The in-line Subaru 
engine is very small in cross section so causes no forebody 
flow diversion .. 

It would truly be a shame if EA.Aers were to be deprived of a 
truly fine design because of the lack of financing. If any 
o.f you know people (with so-called "seed" money to invest) 
Please let me know@ I talked with Mr. Taylor at length in 
his home in California the other day and I can supply details 
on specific questions to anyone seriously interested. 

His original intention was only to sell plans and perhaps a 
few parts, (i*e. castings, fiberglas parts, etc.) but in today's 
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environment that wouldn't be of great value. He is 80 years 
old now and his health and energy to engineer and manage such 
an undertaking simply isn't up to it. I think his decision 
to divest himself of the project is wise. 

We were glad to again see TONY MAGNINO at our last meeting. 
Tony lost his medical a couple of years back, due to a heart 
attack, and was pretty down for awhile. As a result, he has 
a modified VP-1 project pretty far along and he'd like to sell 
it for $200 (or best offer) just to get pa.rt of his money out 
of it, so if you've been rat-holding a VW engine under the bed, 
here's your chance. 

TOM TOPHAM, who lives in Lewisville, has a Monnet "Monerai" 
sailplane kit on the way here. From reports on performance 
I've read it's a pretty fair little jewel in a thermal. It 
will have self launching capability by the use of the add-on 
power pack on a stalk, that was displayed at OSH last year. 

Seeing that little engine on its stalk made me think of a 
proposal I once heard. Whoever it was I heard was proposing 
such a power package to launch sailplanes to a respectable 
height above the airport. There the engine, prop, and tank 
unit would be jettisoned and parachuted back to the airport 
to do it all over again. It might work at that, but I'm 
afraid I'd be a little nervous about what that engine would 
be doing to my tail group, as it separated from the command 
module with a cry of "Geronimo"! 

I ran into an old airline buddy awhile back and as usual the 
talk somehow got around to the "good old days". Now I can't 
mention any names, but here's the way this story went: Back 
before Love Field had radar the tower operators had to establish 
landing sequences on the basis of position reports over 
perimeter fixes. There was always great rivalry between 
Braniff and American as to who would land ahead of the other, 
so sometimes one or the other would fib a little about their 
actual position, just to get a preferential landing position. 
The tower operators soon caught on to this chicanery, so they 
usually said, "Continue approach, sequence later 0 • They would 
then wait until both flights were in sight before they assigned 
the #1 landing slot. This brought on some fantastic speed 
runs at low level to get close enough for the magic words of 
0 c leared to land, _". 

One dark, clear evening Braniff and American had been running 
neck and neck from Chicago. Arriving in the area they both 



made 
tell 
heat to m,e® 
as a flash th~ 
ahead, torA'~::" 
was Afft.er 
this ti'i/il\2' 
over th~ 
Braniff 
are "on'' 
drowns 

s I()assi1ng McKinney" The tower couldn't 
~{hirch. ~ so he said "It looks like a dead 
one of you is ahead of the other?" Quick 

cap-tai.n replied, "Oh, let Braniff go 
w~ 're ahead of schedule anyway." Thinking it 

1 he said "Cleared to land, Braniff." By 
ilmerican started to loudly protest 

his tr:·ansmission was blocked out by the 
ttlng simultaneously o (When two radios 

s~~c t the result is a loud squeal that 
J;l~rg; out.)., 

By then 
to breaJt,:, 
one and a, 

operat 
was o~ 
.full 

""~r0i so close that American had no choice but 
the was squawking thunder and lightning to 

disarmii1,~ 
I r'Fa1It 
slip o:i! t 
every.:n•;t1 l1as 
American 
inn.ocen~rt1 
that 

The story 
of coursEJ 
identity 
fa.shionab 
before 

eA landing he stormed over to Braniff's 
th~ Braniff captain., By this time he 

le'.:i{:v and he drew himself up to his 
ly bristling with indignant pomposity • 
his tormentor, the Braniff lad gave a 

, "I'm sorry about that little flap. 
~~Y, l~t American go ahead, but it was a 

by the time I tried to correct it 
at once." What could the frustrated 
Ket~eat in the fact of such contrite 
the BI copilot said, "Cappy, anyone 

won't ever be behind the airplane 1 '' His 
protest his innocence@ 

classic around the airline locker rooms and 
d~tails added, as such stories do. The 

ca.ppy became a mystery and it became 
accuse several likely prospects. Now 

conr..::lusions It 11 tell you what I always 
told !!!2,. a~CU$~~s. ''I was on vacation when that took place!" 

We 11, &'Iily:~t~,/, 

days .. 
make a 
never 

Anoth~:.:· 
his 
he 

w~ :.;;"t':lal and truly had a lot of fun in those 
b~l',rioo the scene stories of those days would 

~ook no doubt. Perhaps it's good that it's 
Toe many people would jump at wrong 

aiz people. 98% of them are the great-
11 ~ver meet. 

enjoy was about the copilot who said 
~very time she opened her mouth that 

,;;o go on inside! 
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I saw RICK LlrNDSEY out at Airpark a few days ago and he told 
me he'd just made the first flight of the all metal CA-65 
CVjetkovic he built, in which he retracted the gear for the 
first timee He said he held his breath when he put the gear 
down for landing the first time, but everything worked out 
okay. Rick has an EAA biplane project going that he's after 
hammer and tongs, now that the CA-65 is doing so well. The 
little bipe project is one that's familiar to some of the early 
day Chapter 168 members. It was started by Buster Ormsby some 
12 or 14 years ago. Rick has an 0-290-G Lyco for it for power, 
so he should get some respectable performance out of it. 

Rick's CA-65 is the first (and probably the only} all metal 
version of Anton CVjetkovic's design to have flown. At the 
present time it's still wearing its zinc chromate olive green 
paint, but when Rick gets it all gussied up in its final paint 
scheme we'll get a series of pictures of it and Rick's story 
of its building and flying history. His F.AA bipe project 
probably will be looking like it's ready to go to the airport 
by then, too. 

That same day at Airpark I went by the open hangar door next 
to Rick's and saw JOE and MARTIN LINEX dusting off a very 
£amiliar fuselage. Sure enough, it was Papa Joe's old project, 
an original design based on the Fly Baby. (Martin told of his 
search for Joe's old project in a recent issue of our news
letter.) They are already at work on restoring it. It 
actually looks in surprising good shape for its 15 years. 

As I turned to leave Joe's hangar a bright yellow Pitts whistled 
by on its landing flair. I recognized it as KEITH ALLEN's 
Pitts, but when it taxied up I saw CULLY CULWELL in the cockpit. 
He had just bought it from Keith and this was his first flight 
in it. I later saw Cully over at his Addison hangar (adjacent 
to ours) and he was c~anking it up to go fly again and he said 
he was getting used to it and truly having a ball with it. He 
also said progress on the Skybolt project had been very poor 
the past year. 

The cold weather has begun to slow things down at our hangar, 
but BOB GEREN has been making tracks on the 2nd Howard DGA. 
It's very close now to being ready to cover the fuselage, but 
Bob says he might just wait until spring, when warm weather 
returns. 

Bob had a mag problem with the #1 Howard while out in Phoenix. 
He phoned JOE CRAGIN about the problem and from the symptoms 
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it seemed to be ha:-,,J'ing a problem in the swi teh circuit, so he 
came on ho-me ,::id th it. When he and Joe tore into it, tho' , it 
turned out that the mag itself had gone bad. 

To illustrate the old axiom about never taking anything for 
granted in airplanes the engine had gotten a deluxe overhaul 
from the lenged king o:f radial engine rebuilders (now 
deceased)~ Naturally one would assume that both mags would 
be timed to ,~ t~nth of a degree. It turned out that both mags 
were several aegrees out of time for some unexplainable reason. 
Would you. believe: that Bob picked up 15 knots in cruise when 
the mags were set. up correctly? True. Bob has been rigging 
and re-riggi~g, checking and re-checking everything for a year 
or so to try to get cruise performance to jibe with book value, 
but results were less than spectacular. Takeoff and climb 
performance ar~ much better, too. 

JOHN YATESi a former chapter member, called the other day from 
Grapeland (East Texas) and said he now has an 1800' strip on 
his place and will soon invite EA.A types down for a little 
informal f'ly-,in. A camping area is available alongside the 
stripe 

Looking back thru the newsletters for last year I ran across 
the account c:f .ferrying Charley Freeman's RV-3 from London, 
Kentucky here :in December. Boy! I can still remember how 
cold I was! 

JOHN SNYDER has that beautiful Starduster Too in the air again 
after doing a complete major on the engine. He and RICK 
LINDSEY share a hangar at Air Park. 

KEN MORGAN was supposed to get me a story on his Starduster Too 
for this month, but he's been so busy getting it ready to fly 
over at his hangar at Luck Field (FTW) that he hasn't had 
time, so we'll try to run it next month, along with pictures. 

Member HU3H GRAMMER is getting to be quite a test pilot. 
Altho' he didn't do the initial test on his T-18 he flew most 
of the t • About 3 years ago he did the first flight 
on JERRY ELLIOTT's Mustang II and about a year ago he did the 
same for "Brownie's" Spezio TuHoler. A month or so back he 
flew his Bolkow Jr. for the first time and just a few days 
ago he d:i.d the first flight on EARL BRUTON's "Double Duce". 
{That's the biplane version of JERRY BAK.ENG'S "Duce"). It was 
very badly out rig (wing heavy) and the first flite was a 
quick left circuit around the field, with the stick 
pretty far ove~ to tha right all the way around and a goodly 
amount of righ~ riK'!der was used, too. 
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Hugh echoes the opinion of a lot of other people that flying 
the airplane in ground effect won't tell you very much about 
rigging. Lift offs are minimum speed affairs and unless you 
have a runway as long as Grayson County (Sherman) you simply 
don't have room to accelerate to a speed high enough to show 
up a badly out-of-rig condition. 

JOHN DEAN and his wife have made another recent trip to 
Ireland via Braniff's orange "Prince Albert" to London. 
JOHN REEVES and his wife also rode BI to London for a visit 
with their daughter, who is attending the university in 
Newcastle; north of London. 

Those of you that missed out on our annual dinner meeting 
missed a really fascinating talk on the •round the world 
flight of the two Bonanzas. DR. HCMARD WISENER is a relaxed 
and captivating speaker on a subject he obviously enjoys. 
I'll soon be doing an article on their flight for a national 
magazine. We wish FRANK HALE could have been there, too, but 
he was giving the same talk at the Business Men's Flying 
Club meeting. 

Just a note to say thanks again to all of you for another nice 
year and for the mag timer. We'll have to add that to our 
chapter tool crib. I hope all of you will have good health 
this coming year and that your fondest dreams will all come 
true .. 

. . . . . . . Dick 

Chapter 168 is most fortunate in that one of our long time 
members, KEN LARSON, just qualified as Captain on the Concorde 
SST, that Braniff will fly between Dallas and Washington on 
the interchange with British Airways and Air France. 

The domestic portion of the flights to London and Paris will 
be flown sub-sonic at 95% of the speed of sound (Mach .95), 
while the overwater portion will operate at Mach 2.0. 

Here in the states the flights will operate between 28,000 ft. 
and 33,000 £t., but the super-sonic portion is flown between 
50,000 and 60,000 ft. 

Our chapter is uniquely proud of Ken, as we are the only BAA 
chapter in the U.S. to have a member qualified to fly the 
Concorde SST. 
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As a measure of the achievement involved in the qualification 
or an SST captain, just consider the amount and type of train
ing required: The 90 days 0£ continuous training at Toulouse 
included 108 hours of simulator training before they ever got 
in the airplane! Of' that 108 hours, 56 hours were spent in 
the Cockpit Procedures Trainer and the other 52 in the Flight 
Simulator, where all normal, abnormal, and emergency procedures 
were drilled to perfection. 

Ken had a spellbound audience at our November meeting as he 
gave a truly tremendous account of his training and checkout 
on Concordes He got a big laugh when he started to describe 
the ground school as "self-taught". Actually the systems 
training was done via so-called "teaching machines". The 
engines, fuel systems, variable geometry inlets, avionics, 
pressurization, air conditioning, emergency oxygen, hydraulic 
systems, controls, electrical, landing gear, brakes, emergency 
evacuation and ditching equipment, and nose and visor systems 
are all detailed on video cassettes and the "students" can set 
their own pace of learning until they are thoroughly familiar 
with all normal and emergency aspects of these systems. 

The ground school is oonducted at Toulouse, France, in the 
province of Gascony in southwestern France. Toulouse is about 
100 miles SE of Bordeaux, which all you wine lovers surely 
know well. The French part of the Concorde consortium is 
the Aero Spatial factory at Toulouse. 

Ken was most complimentary of the quality 0£ workmanship and 
caliber of quality control that he observed in both the French 
and British factories building the Concorde. They saw 
Concorde #15 under construction at Toulouse. No. 16, the last 
of the Concorde series to be built is in the jigs at the 
British Aircraft Factory in Bristol, England, and they also 
were impressed with British craftmanship. The sales price of 
Concorde is reputed to be around $60 million, but economics 
and probably environmentalists resulted in an inadequate sales 
volume, so production is being ended. 

Braniff is studying the operation of Concorde on their routes 
from New York to S. America and from Los Angeles to s. America, 
so they possibly might fly Concorde super-sonic over the water 
on those flights if the dollar factors come up favorably. 
It might be noted that the training cost per crew is close to 
a quarter of million dollars, so they already have two million 
invested in pilot personnel alone. Airline management hasn't 
been known as gracious free spenders, so it might follow that 
they have something other than the publicity value of Concorde 
service to Washington in mind for that kind of money. 
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The "1.5 h,,:,urs of .flight tr~ining on the airplane is almost 
anti-c ic after all that simulator and ground school, but 
needless to s1ay it was a grea·t thrill. Ken said their trans
ition training was at Montpellier, which is in the province 
of Languecoc on the Mediterranean coast, on the Gulf of Lions. 
This is quit~ close to the delta region of the great Rhone 
river" Mach 2 t.r-airca.ing was all done over the "Med 0 and at 
that spaed his instructor said it's like a fly in a bottle 
you gotta turning constantly. 

Ken~s of the airplane varies from "better than 
ly f'antasticu. He noted that the delta wing 

~ net stall (flow separation) as such, but as the 
angle of &t'tack increases the induced drag curve goes up 
nearly -;Je.rtically. The best L/0 speed (angle of attack) is 
about 2-.i.o Kts .. so at the average approach speed of 160 Kts. 
the cii:rpiane is X'eally on the backside of the power curve. An 
interest wa$ noted that the airplane is approached on 
a.utapi auto t:hrottle speed control until a radar alti-
tude ft~ is reached. At that point it is disconnected 
and at abcu\lt 15 feet the wheel must be pulled back sharply or 
the a.irp wi 11 pitch nose down violently. 

In add line career of 30 years, where he has 
i DC-4 1 OC-6, OC-7, Convair 340 & 440, Boeing 

j it was preceded by his military tour with the 8th 
Air Fo;cce in England in WW II, where he flew B-17s on tour of 
combat mi~sions., He also is a graduate Aeronautical Engineer 
and taught aero engineering at Iowa State University for awhile. 

Now that!s a pretty good foundation for the SST, but Ken said 
he realized that he had only been exposed to a small pa.rt of 
aviation~ s potential. He pointed out that aviation is now at 
the point where man is incapable of controlling all flight 
functio11s u1,a~ually and computers and avionics are required to 
perform many functions of supersonic flight. 

An exa'~P of this is the operation of the variable geometry 
inlet doo:rs the jet engines on Concorde. The front end 
of a ,\:mgi!fie is an air compressor and it wi 11 only accept 
air up to ~ch ,.15 (50% of the speed of sound) before it 
ovexspeeds ox overtemps. At Mach 2 there is a shoek wave in 
front the engiri~ to contend with also and since it represents 
a lot of e!!~S~~e_aner2y it could be destructive if the 
variable geometry inlets were not quickly and closely controlled. 
A comp,Jter monitors the parameters of temperature and pressure 
and instantly applies the exact control input required to spill 
doo.:s ®h::,, 
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You might also note that at Mach 2 cruise the Concorde will 
burn about 25 metric tons of fuel per hour (heavy) or 20 metric 
tons (light). It has a range of 4.5 hours at Mach 2. Mach 
number is a function of the square root of the absolute temper
ature, or about 1350 knots average. Multiply that figure by 
115% to convert to statute miles per hour. At the sub-sonic 
cruise of M .95 the fuel flow is about 1/2 of the above figures. 
Also, of the airplane's 412,000 lbs. maximum T/0 weight, 
208,000 lbs. of that is fuel - a little over half! 

The throttles are pushed wide open and left there for cruise, 
with the autopilot and on-board computers doing the controll
ing of fuel flow. Concorde is assigned "block" altitudes 
from 50 to 60 thousand feet for Mach 2 cruise and this Mach 
number is maintained exact1:X, by selecting the max cruise mode 
of the A/P. It does it by varying the altitude as fuel is 
burned off or colder or warmer temperatures are encountered. 

Concorde will climb to 33,000 ft. (loaded) in 9 minutes from 
the time throttles are opened for the T/0 and this includes 
pulling power off for noise abatement and a "slow1

' 250 Kt. climb 
to 10,000 ft. (A 727 would require atound 32 minutes to get 
to 33,000) .. 

Concorde has been flown (in tests) upwards of Mach 2.5, but 
even tho' it's capable of even higher speeds the temperature 
of the skin would get so high that the aluminum would lose 
most of its strength. The temperature of the nose cannot 
exceed 121°c (260 F). At Mach 2 the temperature of the fuel 
in the wings rises above 212°F, the boiling point of water! 

Above 10,000 ft. the 111 thick le,can plastic visor is raised in 
front of the windshield for heat protection of the windshield 
itself. It allows some distorted viewing ahead of the air
plane, but when the visor is down the airplane has excellent 
vi sibi li ty. 

The droopable nose is unique in itself. Due to the delta wing 
configuration and its very high angle of attack on final 
(13° to 14°), the pilots view of the runway behind that 30 ft. 
long nose would be very poor. The nose is lowered normally by 
hydraulic power, but can be "free-falled" or lowered mechan
ically in an emergency. 

The elevons are operated by one of the three available hydrau
lic systems. Here again computers control pressure to controls, 
so that any sudden control input by the pilot or autopilot 
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wouldn't overstress the aircraft. A sudden 2 engine loss on 
one side at Mach 2 is also taken care of by the computers, to 
head off sudden destructive yawing such as was experienced 
on the early B-58 bombers in supersonic flite. 

Even with the very rudimentary technical information we have 
presented on Concorde, it's easy to see that SST qualification 
is indeed an accomplish for Ken to be very proud of. He's 
certainly worthy of our very sincere congratulations for 
reaching the very Zenith of his aviation career. 
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FLIGHT TESTED UNDER ALL CONDIT 
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PROPEi.i.ER 

• Faster take-off and climb 
• Higher cruising and top speeds 

• Higher ceiling 
• Greater fuel economy 
• Less vibration 
• Reduced bending moment l'll 

blades 
• Elimination of gyroscopic 

action 
• Perfect blade traction 
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APPROVE D BY U. S. BU R EA U 0 f A I R COMM ER CE 

ACCLAIMED BY AERONAUTICAL EXPERTS 

Greater Climb 

BUII.T TO OUTI.AST 

T HE EYEREI. .~ingf,, l,lwl" propeller i, 
of the "con~tant speed," or automatic vari

able pitch, type. Years (>f experience arc 
hchind its design. It i, a product of precision 
manufacture, in "hich only tht• hnest materials 
are 11,cd. 

The EVEREL .~i11g/,, !,lwfo prop,,l/n was 
,uhjt·cted to extensive flight and hlock tests. 
Rain, snow, hail, dust storms, rapid tempcra-
111re changes were encountered during its lum
dreds of hours of flight. It wa, run at normal 
alld exn·,,ive speeds on the blocks. It \\ as 
te.sted on the ground and in the air under 
condition, inv,,lving abnormal stresses which 

-·-
>,',' ~ -.. -. 

~,---,:,,,,,-

YOUR AIBPJ.IINE 
failed t<> ,trail! the rugged construction of this 
IW\, est acro11a11tical innovation. The EVEREL 
.~i11gle hlwfr f>ro1wff,,r is rugged! 

This novd propeller is extremely simple -
110 spring, or n,mplicHed movements. It 
rey11irc., vny little attention -~- only greasing 
at the regular 20-hour check period. 

\X1hn1 you cy11ip \\ ith an EVEREL single 
l>lade, 1·011.,1,111/ ·'l"'''d propt'ller you are 
purchasing an accessory that will outiast your 
plane an accessory that will make the oper
ation of your plane more economical; and more 
,atisfodory, by virtue of its increased per
form;inn·. 
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IT'S POSITIVELY 

The EVEREL principle is based on the 
discovery that a single blade turning in an 
airstream d e v e Io p s approximately 25 % 
greater thrust than two or more blades. 
The action iUustrated in the sketch on this 

[]) 

I 

lE 

REVOI.UTIONARY ! 

page was developed to allow the single blad,• 
to automatically assume the correct pitch 
for varying speeds and atmospheric condi
tions; and, consequently, to produce this 
extra thrust at all times. 

(A ► Center of Weight of the Stub and the 

(R. Center of Weight of the Blade are halann•d. 

(('. The mechanism in the huh allows the .~i11gh• 
hind,, to swing forward and back. This fore and 
aft movement reduces vibration, gyroscopic action, 
bending moments and strain on the crankshaft. 
'By engineering analysis there is no vibration period 
in the single hind,,. Actual tests up to 5000 r.p.m. 
have verified this calculation. 

CD> With the airplane stationary and the motor 
turning at top speed, the single blade inclines for
ward under the air load without the bending 
moment of conventional propellers. As the single 
hlnrle swings forward it also pivots to the lowest 
blade angle or "low pitch," which is ideal for 
take-off and climb. 

(E► As the airplane moves forward centrifugal 
force swings the single blade backward, to a 
position approximately at right angles to the crank
shaft. As the blade swings backward it also pivots 
to a higher angle of attack (or "pitch"). Between 
the two points of "high" and "low" pitch the 
balance between centrifugal force and air load 
causes the blade to assume the most efficient pitch 
for the speed of the airplane. Thus, maximum 
performance is obtained at every speed, and under 
all atmospheric conditions. The EVEREL single 
Marie propeller actually pulls extra power from 
the motor! 

EQUIP YOUR PLANE wllll an EVEREI. PROPEi.i.ER 

ORDER NOW 

FOR 

Ci)UICK DELIVERY 

$' 
/1,tJ, (HJ 

The 40 h.p. model, bearing A.T.C. No. 593, is 
priced at $~ F.O.B. Lancaster, Pa. Price of the 
blade for replacement is $25, including complete 
check-over and tests. Other models for different 
h.p. ratings will be announced shortly. 

EVEREI. PROPEi.i.ER CORPORATION 
1008 MUNSEY BLDG., BALTIMORE, MD. 
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Ev~rel •i•gle bJ,,de propeller, cow;lete witl, bub, ,,,.J (right) the ,,.Jividual wet,l f,11rt, co,nprisi•g th,, hub u11lt 

Prineiples of the Single Blade Propeller 

e The Everd single blade propeller is a 
statio::ally- and dynamically-balanced unit, 
the blade heing balanced by a suitable 
counterweight. The line passing through 
the center of gravity of the blade and cen
ter of gravity of the counterweight passes 
through the center of rotation as shown in 
the diagram figure L 

The weight of tne blade multiplied by 
the radius, R, to the center of gravity is 
equal to the weight of the counterweight 
end multiplii,d by the radius, R., to its 
center of gravity. This ;iermits static and 
dynamic balance in all conditions of op
eration. 

Aerodynamic thrust is balanced by the 
centrifugal force of the propeller, elimi
nating the transmission of bending stresses 
to the hub and considerably reducing 
be,nding moments within the blade. In 
the conventional propeller the maximum 
bending moment occurs at the hub, while 
in the single blade propeller it occurs 
at the aerodynamic center of pressure of 
the blade and is of smaller magnitude 
than the bending moment at the center 
of pressure of an equivalent two-blade 
propeller. 

The Everel propeller is of the automatic 
variable pitch type, this feature being 
obtained by means of an i;xis ( B-B in 
figure l) within the hub about which the 

WAL,TER W. EVERTS 

F.ve,·d propeller used o• ,; J 000-
wJle t.,t flight ;,. 11 Taylor "Cub" 

blade is free to move. This axis is set at 
a suitable angle to the center line of the 
blade. When the blade deflects forward 
about this axis, it performs two functions: 

1. The air thrust produces a moment 
about the center of the propeller, causing 
it to deflect forward. When this forward 
deflection oceurs, the centrifugal force of 
the propeller also sets up a moment about 
the prnpeller center to balance the air 

FIG. 1. 

D ,TH~usr , _______ r-'2 ---------,,-.1"--.---=;.---'-

r ---.2C_~--~=~~~~===-=-=-~-~ 
ri- ---

FIG. It. 

thrust moment. The blade will deflect for
ward only as far as is required for the 
centrifugal force moment to equal the air 
thrust moment. This condition is shown 
in figure 2, in which the fulcrum (F) 
represents the intersection of the propeller 
movt·ment axis and the center of rotation. 

The following equation demonstrates the 
balance of forces existing in the propdler: 

Thrust X r 
2 

+ counterweight aerody
namic drag X r 1 = CF counterweight X 
Lever Arm ab· + CF of Blade X Lever 
Arm ed. 

(Thrust) r
2 

+ D X r 1 = CF counter
weight X r, sin (J + CF Blade X r X 
sin () where (J equals the angle of deflection. 

2. The pitch of the blade decreases 
when the forward deflection occurs thus 
permitting the engine to turn faster, and 
aiding take-off and climb. As the ship in• 
creases its air6peed, the aerodynamic 
thrust becomes lighter and the centrifugal 
force of the propeller reduces the amount 
of blade deflection, thus increasing the 
pitch. The increased pitch in the condition 
of lower air load permits better cruising 
and maximum speeds. This characteristic 
is also desirable for altitude flying. In 
sun,ming up the preceding paragraph, the 
forward deflection of the blade reduces 
the pitch; and conversely, the rearward 
df'flection increases the pitch. 

The single blade propeller can be de
signed to operate at a more efficient angle 
of attack than the fixed pitch two-blade 
propeller; that is to say it operates closer 
to the maximum LID point of the airfoil 
characteristics. If a two-blade propeller 
·were designed to operate at this point 
when /lying at maximum speed, the take
off performance would be comparatively 
poor. 

It has been proven experirrwntally that 
the slipstream straightens out fairly well 
in one revolution of the propeller. This is 
the condition that permits the single blade 
to tum in undisturbed air. 

The above mentioned factors account 
for the increased efficiency in performanc!' 
of the single blade propeller which is 
now being produced under a Department 
of Commerce approved type certificate by 
the Everel Propeller Corp. in Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania. 
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A Loose End 
ONE of the most •Jnteieb'ting importations from America iu 

many moons is the Everel airscrew. It was described ill 
THE AEROPLANE of June 9, 1937, but only arrived in England 
in person on Feb. 3 last. 

Mr. A. J. Walter, concessionnaire in this country for the 
Taylor Cub, was recently in the U.S.A. on business and came 
back as factory representative for the Evert! airscrew also. 
On Feb. 4 he fitted a specimen to his demonstration Cub at 
Hanworth and courteously invited us to fly it. 

In 011tward appearance the Even;! looks exactly like any 
good airscrew with one blade amputated and finished off with 
a. metal button. When felt with the thumb and forefinger 
the blade moves freely to and fro in the line of the machine, 
and as the hinge-pin through the airscrew shaft is not exactly 
at right angles to the blade it chan~es pitch as moved. There 
are no other moving parts and no springs. 

The usual two-blade airscrew for a Taylor Cub (40 h.p. 
Continental fl.at four) is 5 ft. 9 ins. in diameter. For the 
same motor the Everel blade describes a disc 6 ft. , ins. 
in diameter, which in itself should improve take-off. 

While Mr. P. B. Elwell was making the first air tests of 
the newly fitted Everel we refreshed our memory for com
parative purposes by flying the new Cub ordered by the 
Leicester County Flying Club. It had on a normal airscrew. 

On the ground it turned up 2,200 r.p.m. at full throttle. 
The best take-off was seven seconds from starting to move to 
unstick; and the distance probably about 40/50 yds. 

Incidentally, the Cub is not a good test for the Everel. Its 
take-off beats any other light two-seater except the Pobjoy 
Swallow, and the top speed is not enough to require such a 
coarse pitch as to be nearly stalled at take-off. 

The normal Cub could do just over 80 m.p.h. indicated at 
full throttle and 2,575 r.p.m. At cruising throttle--rather 
more than half open-it did 70 m.p.h. at 2,300 r.p.m. 

Later on the same machine, with a more coarsely pitched 
airscrew, took 8½ secs. for take-off, climbled slowly, but 
cruised at 75 m.p.h. at 2,300. I also noted that when pulled 
up to climb at 45 m.p.h. at full throttle the motor could do 
only 2,100 r.p.m. In a dive it quickly buzzed up to 
3,000 r.p.m. A spread of 700 r.p.m. 

The Everel was on another Cub with similar motor 
and probably much the same performance. I had already 
seen that it would out-climb the orthodox model. 

The Continental makes a fair commotion in front, com
pared with the elaborately sound-proofed things we get nowa
days, but the Everel was certainly perfectly balanced and 
vibration was even less than with the other. I wondered 
whether the hinged blade cut out gyroscopic effects. 

On the ground the Everel gave 2,400 r.p.m., or a good 
200 r.p.m. more than the two-bbrler. Even in taJCying the 
more effective pull. and acceleration from rest, were plainly 
noticeable; although the Cub airscrew has little enough pitch, 
anyway,-perhaps the extra r.p.m. helped. 

By the stop-watch the best take-off was five seconds. 
Furthermore, it felt a more convincing unstick, so even in 
this aeroplane the difference is noticeable. Pulled up to 
45 m.p.h .. which is by no means the fastest climb and was 
used only to test the variable pitch. the motor still did 
2,450 r.p.m. The climb was 500 ft. per minute. 

Flying level at full throttle the speed went up to 87 m.p.h. 
at 2,550 r.p.m .. and in a dive to nearly 100 the tachometer 
read 2,650 r.p.m. Thus there was only 200 r.p.m. between 
two extreme conditions of flight. On a machine which gave 
it no real chance this at least showed that the system works. 
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LOCKJNEI DEVICE 

THE INSIDE. - A 
cut-away view of t,l,z 
Everel airscrew hub 
which shows the inciir,~d 
hin~-joint which is ils 

only moving part. 

For cruising i.h·, ust·r ul the constant-si-,ee<l airscrew has to 
decide which instrument to go by. At slightly more than 
half-throttle, which i.s the usual position for ordinary air
screws, the Even"; did. '.l:_400 r.p.m. for a cruising speed of 
78 m.p.h. If th,c,,'ctled back to 2,300 the cruising speed was 
below 70 m.p.h., Luc tile throttle seemed to oe almost closed. 

Evidently the thi:•~ is w throttle back about half-way and 
ignore the apparentiy high r.p.m., for there is little power 
going through o.nd HH, motor will not mind. The cruising 
speed is quite ,,nd the consumption probal.ily less at 
the reduced than with au ordinary airscrew. 

To sum up : the airscrew does decidedly change its 
pitch in the air to smooth out discrepancies between power, 
r.p.m. and speed cifter the manner of the constant-speed air
screw. Because tt,l.s ].ction is brought about by the inter
play of centrifugal force and thrust-reaction on the blade, 
which cannot have a constant relation in all circumstances, · 
the mechanism is not quite constant-speed, but nearly. 

The device is lighter and cheaper than most other c.p. or 
v .p. airscrews. For Service use there is some advantage in 
having only one blade through which to synchronise 
machine-gun fire. 

The present price in this country is £57 10s. for the 40 h.p. 
size. Whereas this seems rather high, the duty accounts for 
a large proportion. Als,o, if the blade is broken, a new wooden 
blade can be put on a"c comparatively small cost. The expen
sive portion is the almost indestructible hub.-F.D.R. 
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The 
AMPUTATED 

AIRSCREW 
A Demonstration 

blade Design 
of the Everel Single

Works : How It 

F ROi\l time to time Flight has made mention of the Even,! 
si11gle-lilade airscrew produced in Baltimore, U.S.A. So 
far only small sizes are being produced, but blades suit
able for absorbing up to l,500 h.p. are in mind and cer

tain very large examples are already on test in America. One 
of these airscrews was demonstrated for the first time in this 
country last Friday. A Taylor Cub so fitted made demonstra
tion flights at Hanworth, and to allow a comparison of per
formance with the Everel airscrew and with a normal two
blade \\Ooden one, two Cubs were taken off starting side by 
side. 

The claims fo, a material increase in efficiency for a single
blade airscrew ,vould appear to be justifie<l, for the take-off 
of the Cub. which, for the horse-power, is in any ca~e 
good, was considerably improved. As the throttle of the 
Enrel-equipped machine was opened the tail lifted and it left 
the ground in little more than 50 yards, at once climbing 
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This part I y 
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drawing of the 
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method of 
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Like most unorthodox pieces of machinery, the Everel airscrew 
looks a little uncouth until one becomes used to its appearance. 
In the picture at the top of the left-hand column ill seen the 
take-off demonstration, with the Everel-fitted Cub nearest 
the camera ; both had left the same mark simultaneously. 

steeply; the s,,coud Cub tr,ok off "ith between 30 and 40 yards 
more run. The two pilots appeared to give quite a fair and 
disinterested comparison. 

In appearance the Everel airscrew is <listinctly strange, and 
when, on pulling the tip, it appears to IJe carried on a uni
versal joint one's curiosity increases. The inventor, lllr. 
Evert, conceived his•single-blade airscrew first with a view to 
efficiency, fo1 it 1s generally known that the disturbed air left 
behind one rotating ·blade causes the next of two, three or four 
to lose a lot of its efficiency. The effect is similar, aerodynami
cally, to the biplane interference found in wings. 

Change of Pitch. 
Due to its attachment, the Everel airscrew is automatically 

" variable pitch " in effect. The tip of the blade will move 
in a forward :ind rearward direction about 3in .. at the same 
time twisting to a fine or coarse p;tch. An ~quilibrium is set 
up between (a), the force on the blade due to thrust tending 
to produce the .fine-pitch position; and (b) the centrifugal 
force to the hub assembly about the pivot tending to produce 
coarse pitch. 

For purposes of take-off, in which the advantage is par
ticularly marked, the airscrew must be in fine pitch. The 
throttle is opened to cruising r.p.m., and the load on the blade 
brmgs it forward to tine position ; and, therefore, the counter
balance weight is "backwards," or behind a vertical line taken 
at right angles to the crankshaft. 

As the machine move» forward the thrust decreases a little 
and centrifugal force, acting against reduced thrust, product's 
a slightly coarser pitch. On flying level at cruising speed the 
thrust is still less and tht' blade is mm't'd back until it is almost 
vertical and in coarse pitch. In a dive, th!' blade could reach 
a very coarse pitch position, trailing slightly rearnards with 
balance weight forward. 

The construction of the airscrew follows normal wooden 
practice (cemented laminar) and the !ll('(al countcrl,alance is 
let into a bored-out stub. The wt'ight is slightly more than 
that of the corresponding two-blade airscrew. 

Con,;idenng the fatt that it is quite simple and apparently 
justifies thr performance claims made ior it, i.e., much better 
ta'ke-off, higher speed (7 m.p.h. increase in Cub's cruisi11g 
speed), and improved climb, thf' Evcrel airscrew appears to 
have consideraLle possibilities. \\'ith regard to maintenance 
we are told that the wear on the bearing after more than 3,000 

hours could not be measured. 
Mr. A. J. Walter, Tavlor Cub distril,utor in this country and 

organi~t:r for Friday's demonstration, is also an Everel distri
butor by ~"ason of manufacturers' arrangements betweer> the 
:'_,,_,0 '--,offi:;...,.::.',:, :·!-.-: )"""1/.•· ,·:-i.•ne o{ sa'.t·s ,tn1] r:n.arP._!f2.c.urP, of 
-t:'.""'~ ~-'il.'.•a::;·e1\,.: ~:-~~. •.:c :,]11 ,· :~" j!l th,~ '!.'.\nt~S 0f \IV. S Shackle-

6A 
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• PROPELLER t'(-'J 

Compiled By: Charles W. Penry 
E.A.A. Designee #770 

I am sure that many airplanes flying today would 
operate more smoothly if the propellers were more 
accurately balanced. The average homebuilder is not 
equipped with precision balancing equipment for air
craft propellers. A simple mechanism that does allow 
one to balance a propeller very accurately is seen in 
Fig. 2. The first item in making this yoke is to take 
special care in assuming that the yoke is balanced. The 
knife edge should be adjusted so that it is very close to 
the center of gravity of the propeller, but be certain that 
it is above the center of gravity so that when the pro
peller is balanced on the knife ed.ge it will be in a stable 
condition and will not upset. With a smooth level anvil 
and a sharp knife edge, a small piece of paper will cause 
the propeI!er to move. When the propeller is accurately 
balanced, the hub will be resting in n level position. Usu
ally the final adjustment to get an accurately balanced 
blade can be obtained by adding another coat of varnish 
or anti-glare paint to the blade on the light side. 

To summarize, I am sure many owners of lightplanes 
would benefit greatly if thry would chrck their propellers 
to determine if they have the rorrect diameter, the cor
rect pitch for maximum effkiency, and that the propeller 
is accurately balanced. @ 

:;rn,-t~P i\.VIA'l'ION -· J,mc1e1.ry 1970 
With f)tope!ter Bolorn:::ed 
Top Of Hub Will Be Level 

Strop %"xi""-

Bolt with Knife 
Pi\l'fft Blade (Poli5h) 

Set Bolt Vertlcal 

U:se inside collp&rs or dividers to 
- accurately center pivot locate po;nt 

just above C. G of p,-'le, 

Fig. 2 

7A 

11:1e dLi.rneter of tL1€; propeller 
center bore, dic;,;nE,ter cf tDe oo l t 
circle, the nc.mb,sr & i.i:.J.IT;E:ter uf tt1e 
.::iol ts d .. re tr.«:e same for all t ,.e props 
that fit Cont~ncnt:1..l Hui; Nos. A3J~i';J & 
1~34d2 C~ the SA.E~ >c. 1 Fl<.:..r1t;e on Go!ltin
ental & L_ycoming ~•'lange. 'l'r1c onl.\ 
difference between the two is trw.t tr;e 
:3.AE No. 1 fl '.,.n!;e requ:i res tha. t tr1e bolt 
noles be co;.intcrbored 5/8" dia.. by ::i/8 1

' 

deep from the re3.r fc.Lce of the propeller. 

'r.l:1e propellers mc1y oe made inter
chunge3.ble in the following m:.J.nnPr: 

(1) The prcpeller wi~~ the counter
borod bolt holes mdy be used on the 
Gontinent:,::..l Tapered Snd.ft Nub provided 
steel bushiI1 ~,,·s ct.re ins t,;,l,lled. See draw
ing for dimensions. .Hecause of d.imen
siorn.i.l ch .. mge:, I'f;Sl-ll tin:;; i'rom cnun;;es in 
th1-; moisture cont,=mt of the wood, it is 
imperc1ti ve tint tne ousninc:.;s fit -~ooseJy 
in t.ile c::ountf:rbored i:10.L,s p:cior Lo t,he 
,J.pf1lic,.,:tion of viirnis::,. 

(2.) T'tlf' Y'•r·.J·r, w1·+n ···c··t··;r.,,-,t1·c•,ri,··l 'iolt / 1 ~ .• ~ . }' V• VJ.~ ',J' ,;,. V '~•l ,, .._ ,_.. <. 

holes rn::,/ :,, reworked to f:it tne :3At; r:o. 
l i."lai;;:c J;rovi .icd ,-::,c1re :is cx8r,;ised so 
th~t tr:,e counterbore in e:enter·ed & thE, 
ri.imensions :ire as si10vm en tne ,ir:-,.wini$. 

;J'be count.el'.'borE, rn11;3t be sealt1d wi t'l 
severLl-1 co,.1ts of v,i.rnish. 

S;1fet,1 l<'la.n,:;-e '.3h,,'.'t Prop to Hub 
Bolts usin,:S . )42 '.]tc2l ,. ire. Jc1fets 
'i'i-,,per 3ha:ft H:.l.b JJroJi .1tt.-'-:J1. Bolts ,t;:; f:ul:,s 
using Steel Cotter !ins. 

'l'orque Tapered Shaft Hub att:J..-.~:1 tut 
to 2;10 ;t 25 ,"'C. c,-,"/Po_t.:l.fids. S,j,frity usi.ng 
G.levis lJin 8c :·;00Ler or ~;levis dolt & 
Self r~nking Nut. 
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BUSHING 
MATERIAL: STEEL 

SECTION OF WOODEN PROPELLER HUB 
SHOWING A STANDARD BOLT HOLE AND A COUNT£RBORE:D 
BOLT HOLE WITH DIMENSIONS TO FIT TH£ DRIVING 

BUSHINGS OF THE S.A.E. No. I FLANGE. 
No. REQUIRED: PER PROPELLER 

1 -HUB BOLT 

CONTINENTAL HUB FOR 
S.A.E. No. 0 TAPER SHAFT 
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"II: 
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I 

SECTION A-A OF HUB ASSEMBLY 
#21(.159) DRILL 

.375 DIA. C'BORE 
TAPl/l#I0-32 NF-3 0 

ONE HOLE ,...0 
FOR SET ,v 
SCREW _J_. _ 

fl' 12(.189) DRILL 
ONE HOLE ---

<( 

c5 
0 
q 

.310 R. --· -~ 

CHAMFER -~.,_io -
CUTTING ~r . 
EDGE - . 

COUNTERBORING TOOL _ _/ 
CUTTING EDGE 

I -= 

R. 

/2 (./89) 
-~-~DRILL 

I HOLE 

I -, -..______ #3 DRILL 
.060 R. -1 "---TAP .250-28 

.._j .6320IA.f-- NF-3 FOR 
.629 SET SCREW 

---.ci.--""--------_J 
\__#3(213)DRILL 

TAP.250-28 NF-3 
FOR SET SCREW 

V (.377) DRI_LL __ _,/ 
ONE HOLE 

B-B
I 

SECTION 

COMBINATION COUNTERBORE 
a CHAMFERING TOOL 

SCALE I• I 

NOTE•AN ALTERNATE TOOL IS CLARK No.41 ADJUSTA~LE COUNTERBORE 

FIJ.UH.E 1 
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Figure J-3. No. 0 Tapered-shaft Propeller Hub-Rear View ((:,:,,;,,rmenf,d fn 

c. Install the Warner No. 7900 SAE No. 20 splined 
hub with the fixed flange on the face of the propeller 
farthest removed from the engine. 
3-8. PROCEDURE FOR TAPERED-SHA FT HUB IN

STALLATION. 

a. Align the center line of the No. 1 blade of fixed
pitch propeller assemblies having hubs keyed to the en
gine shaft with the center line of the keyway ( figure 
3-2) except as instructed in paragraph 3-8, b. 

b. Install huhs for use ~n Continental engines having 
a No. 0 tapered shaft in the propeller in such a manner 
that the keyway is 60 degrees counterclockwise from the 
center line of the No. 1 blade. This will best facilitate 
hand cranking of the engine. ( See figure 3-3.) 

3-9. PROCEDURE FOR INSTALLATION OF HUB 
BOLTS AND NUTS. 

a. Make sure that the threads on the bolts are free 
from metal chips and other foreign matter. 

b. Coat the thread5 ·with light engine oii, Specifica
tion No. AN-VV-O-4,16. 

c. Imert the bolts in the holes so that the nuts will be 
on the front face of the propeller. On some flange
mounted installations it may be necessary to install bolts 
with the head, on ihe front face of the propeller. Use a 
soft-headed hammer, if necessary, to drive the bolts 
through the hub. 

d. Put on huh-holt nut, and draw them up evenly, a 
little at a time, moving h;;ck and forth across the hub 
from one bolt to another. This will help preYent throw-
ing the proprller nt:: of trncl<. · 

PIGUH.E 2 

e. Use a torque wrencL 
reading as indicated in 
minus 25 inch-pounds 

Specification Diamckr ., 

AN-6 

AN-7 7 

AN-8 

AN-9 

AN-IO 

It is important 
coed beyond ,he 
that thl' surf.in· 
will not be cru,l·,c.· 
at the edge of th, 
ture to enter the · 

ing of the woe 
from scrvin· 

1978 

to a torque 
l:c,r:mce of plus or 

on :hese values. 

[n.ch -pounds 
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Does It Really Go That Fast? 
By Geoffrey Royston, EAA 17461 

443 Bent Crescent, Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada 

THE LI:TLE . biplane has just landed, taxied in," and 
the pilot chmbs out. You stroll over and ask how 

fast does it go?" His reply is usually a nonchalant "130." 
Now, instead of saying "wow", ask what is the propeller 
pitch and at what rpm it achieves this speed. The results, 
when all tied in, are rather startling ... to the pilot. 

First, a few facts on propeller pitches. The pitch 
stamped on the propeller is the distance it would travel 
forward in one revolution if there were no slip. Diameter 
and available hp do not affect this statement. In actual 
use, unless the aircraft is diving, the propeller cannot 
possibly travel forward this amount in one revolution due 
to slip as it is operating in a non-solid medium, namely 
air. Also, if we take the stand that a propeller is a rotating 
airfo

0

il section, then it must have an angle of attack to 
generate any thrust. This fact is more easily understood 
if we consider a wing on an aircraft in level flight. The 
aircraft is traveling in a horizontal plane but the airfoil, 
in order to generate lift, :s at an angle of some 3 to 4 deg. 
to the horizontal. Reverting this back to the propeller, we 
are losing some 3 to 4 deg. even under the very best 
conditions. 

What this all adds up to is that an average figure for 
propeller efficiency is around 80 percent . . . some are 
better, up to 90 percent ... but, a lot are worse. 

I was prompted into finally writing this by examples 
in the October, 1967 SPORT AVIATION. First, the figures 
quoted were; 40 pitch, 2,600 rpm, 105 mph. 

You don't have to be a genius to work this out ... 
here's how. First, convert 40 in. into feet. This is 3% or 
3.3 ft. Now, at 2,600 rpm, the absolute maximum distance 
the plane can go in one minute is 8,580 ft. Multiply 
this by 60 to get the distance traveled in one hour, and 
it is 514,800 ft. per hour. If we divide this figure by 5,280, 
the number of feet in one mile, we get the answer in 
miles per hour, and it is only 97.5 at 100 percent ef
ficiency ... already 7.5 mph short of the speed claimed. 

Oompiled By: Charles Penry 

l r-.-
1! 

Now, we have to multiply this by 85 percent to get a more 
realistic figure and we get only 82.9 mph. 

Second, the figures are; 64 pitch, 2,700 rpm, 160 mph. 
This works out to 164 mph at 100 percent efficiency. 

At a good figuring of, say, 90 percent for a clean airplane, 
we get only about 147 mph; and at 85 percent, a more 
realistic figure, we get only 139 mph. 

Of course, the airspeed indicator could be right, but 
then the tachometer must be reading low and it is strange 
how consistently the airspeed indicator is always right 
and the error on the tachometer is always considerable 
... and always reading low, never high! 

So the next time you ask the speed, also inquire about 
the propeller pitch and the rpm, and be prepared for lots 
of very fast engine speeds. @ 

lOA 
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Mechanic dials in numbers on test instrument as he prep;..,, .. /;ii\e reading from spinning prop, airplane tachometer. 

Q. Doctor, do you believe that some air
fly faster as they get older? Can an 
get more efficient with wear? 

A. Not hardly. As a rule when an air
plane--or anything else mechanica!--comes 
off the assembly line it is as near perfect as 
it is ever going to get. Normally you'd 
expect a flying machine to slow down a 
lit'le as parts begin to wear and things get 
out of trim-not speed up. Where did you 
ge1 •hat theory? 

7
).. Well, there's this guy out at my air

port with a Skylane, just like mine with 
!he same kind of engine--only his is five 
years old and mine is only about a year 
old. And his flies ahout ten or twelve miles 
an hour faster than mine. He claims his 

is faster because it gets more weather
worn or streamlined with me. Doclor, what 
is yuur scientific reaction to that idea? 

A.Bull! 

Q. I beg your pardon? 

A, I think the gentleman is puiiing your 
leg. 

Q. Then how do you explain the fact 
that whenever we go rn th.: same fly-in, 

and leave L 

beais ff,c :.· 
,ar;~~ time, he invariably 

A. Ther·:c . , :,any possible explanations. 
He couk; use a higher power setting. for 
example. You don't think so? Well. he may 
be a crafty (:,:, hird who knows how to use 
the winds ;;.t 2,,itude better than vou do. 
Or, he rm:, atJlc to fine-tune the ·mixture 
better th;m F · ncrhaps he has an exhaust 
gas tempe,ata:: probe. 

Q. He doe,,,·,·1. l know because I rode in 
the codq::,1t -.,-:,n him last time out---mv 
husband fie· plane. and we had a littl~ 
bet on it. :-,ower settings, same cruise 
altitude, '"';-,- !uel load-only this five 
year old got there fir~t. He was 
getting ;; ?.irspeed reading all the 
way. How <piain that? 

A. '{o,n may he below par. When 
did ycu the engine looked at? 

Q. ·,,,, Onn 20 hours on the 
(achomc,,. 
mags-cve .. 
huttcn. 

A. Yo,, 

"' ,i,e annual. Compres,ion. 
,;·:g checked out right on the 

I have lost that het? 

Your airc,J 
That wou/6 ": i, 

may 'lot he the engine. 
he slightly out of trim. 

d1c1c,c~. had it checked over 
sicrn. h has to be the engine. 

but hc•v.·? 
A. When you flew with this other pilot. 

did yon oh,erve anything he did that was 
oui of the ordinary? 

Q. Oniv that he chewed tobacco. One 
thing--and , :·rnt v:as odd. He got off ihe 
ground vvith less power than the hook calls 
for. Doe~ that make any scn,e to you? 

A. Aha. !l's heginning lo. You mentioned 
!he tacho:n'.'·tcr :, moment ago. l suggest that 
, our fr,,·.:ci his instrument checked. 

Q. Hie. tachorneter? I'm the one that has 
the ,iow 

.A .. ILit he may he the one with the proh
lcn1. I -::v;pect his tachorneter is rcJ.dlng low, 
l n 1h~d he ,cts in a normal 

,1<:w:.il!v turning over 
--and using more 

a;.:C'nnni for his airplr1ne 
:!I lhc ,amc appar

if his lad, is running 
it would also account for 

"faster" all •.he time. 
3,-- \<.hr:n he thinks he's pulling 75 

percent power he mav actu:.illy he using 



80 or even more? 

A. Correct. On the other hand, it might 
also he that your tachometer reads on the 
high side. Has it ever heen checked? 

Q. Not that J know of. Would they do 
that on an annual? 

A. Not necessarily. although T happen to 
he a firm hclicver in regular tach checks
espcciallv as they get older. The instrument 
docs not. as some people imagine, simply 
give you the revolutions of the shaft against 
a time frame. On many light aircraft a 
flyweight assemhly is driven hy the shaft. 
As RPM increases-the weights are thrown 
farther apart hy centrifugal force. The 
faster the RPM the further apart the 
weights. This distance is transmitted hy 
means of ,mall gears and levers to the 
indicating hand on the instrument. Another 
t1;pe is a drum rotnting in another drum 
with a small air space between. The driven 
drum dr:1gs the free drum hv air friction 
or magne"tic drag. Mcchanici1I wear docs 
take place and eventually produces inaccu
rate reading,. U<a1ally tachometers tend to 

r 
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slow down, or fall behind the propeller. as 
they get older. This is what I suspect has 
happened to your friend's aircraft. 

Q. Ts that why he wasn't showing full 
pnwer on takeoff? 

A. Prohably. The danger is that he could 
he exceeding the rpm redline at times with
out knowing it. 

Q. Js that really had news? 

A. Very had. On many aircraft even a 
momentary overspeed of ten percent or 
greater puts such a strain on the propeller 
\hat you are required to have the hlades 
removed and inspected. A five percent over
speed. if continued for an hour. i~ comid
cred to be equally damaging. This is cov
ered for one propeller hv Airworthiness 
Directive 77-12-06. in case , ou arc inter
ested. We suspect that quite a few hlade 
failures are due to pilots unknowingly oper
ating at excessive rpms. or in a restricted 
range. 

Q. What do you 111ean hy a "restricted 
range "''1 

A. Some engines will produce excessive 
'i!ress on the propeller in a certain range 
of low rpm (indicated hv a red arc l'n the 
tach) Fnr example. on one typical engine. if 
operated between 2.000 and 2.200 rpm. the 
vibratory stresses at the prop tip rnav reach 
7.000 psi ( lhs. per ,q. in.). The allowable 
tip stress for the,e propellers is 4.700 psi. 

Q. How could \'Oll tell if you had gone 
over the stress limit? 

A. We ha\'e no po,itive meam of assess
ing fatigue damage to propc-llers that ha\'e 
heen overstressl'li because of fault, tachom
eters . 

Q. I'm worried already. Do I ha,e to take 
the airplane to a propeller shop to ha\'e 
the tachometer reading chccked'1 

A. No, it can he bench-tested in a ,hop 
qualified to do instrument work. As a mat
ter of fact it can even he checked ri!,'.ht in 
the ,1irpia11c h,· amonc who has a simple. 

hand held st rohoscope instrument that has 
come out lately. It's only about the size of a 
pocket radio. Many repair shops have them 
now. or you could huy one for yourself. 

Q. How docs it work? 
A. Something like a movie projector. It 

has a rotating disk with holes at the edge. 
With your prop running at a known rpm 
speed. you sight through the instrument and 
adjust a dial until the propeller appears to 
stand still. The reading on the dial will tell 
you the exact rmp speed of the propeller. 
and you compare that with your panel 
tachometer reading. You would check both 
low and high range. of course. lf you find 
there is a significant error, you should have 
your tach replaced. 

Q. Doesn't it hurt the engine to run it up 
that high on the ground'1 

A. Not for such a short time-it only 
takes a minute. But the beauty of this test
ing device is you can use it in the airplane 

inflight, if you wi,h. It is powered hy elec
tric current. either 11 () volt. or de from a 
cigarette lighter in the panel. You sit in 
the front scat and look through the wind
shield at the prop. How i, that for minimum 
down timc'1 

Q. Not had. But li,tcn. Doc. how much 
tach error would you cnnsidn allowahle'I 

A. I pnsonally would feel uncomfort;:ihle 
if my tach had an error of <;() rpm or 
grcal~r. Amlhinl! le" than that I could 
toler,Jte until the, ncxl annual, hut I'd be 
careful ahout operating near the redline or 
arc. 

O. Is it worth,\hik repairing a tachom
eter'1 

A. Possihh·. h11t more often than not it 
makes helter ,cn,e to have a new one, or 
an exchange. imtalled Your tachometer. 
incidcnt,ilh. 1, one of the lea<;! expensive 
in<;trnmenr', you ha\·e in vour airplane-a 
fraction of 1i1e cost <ll a ~cw propeller or 
an engine. Ju,t rcmcmher-- it's not immor
tal. 

Q. Arc any of u<' 
A. Not my field. Next ple,l',c 
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"Today is yesterday's reward 
for safety" 

"I know you want a variable pitch prop, O'Brien, 
but loosening those nuts is not the way to get it!" 



EAA CHAPTER 168 - HANGAR ECHOES - DECEMBER 1978 

Design And Build Your Own Propeller 
REPRINT FROM DECEMBER 1960 SPORT AVIATION 

By Fred A. Weick, EAA No. 7882 

Based on NACA TN 212 

INTRODUCTION 

While a great variety of new and used factory-made 
propellers are available for airplane engines in the 

65 to 100 hp class, next to nothing is available in the 
way of such propellers for experimental aircraft powered 
by engines of less than 50 hp. The usual way of obtaining 
a propeller for such a rig is to have one made to order 
by a propeller firm. It may not cost too much if the 
required diameter and pitch are fairly close to the dimen
sions of some stock propeller, but it can be fairly expen
sive and time-consuming to have a special stick made to 
unusual dimensions. 

As sport aviation moves into the ultra-light field where 
experiments must be made with a variety of small non
aeronautical engines, the need becomes greater for infor
mation on making home-made propellers. Propeller de
sign information ... much of it highly mathematical ... 
is to be found in textbooks but most of it is too advanced 
and too scattered to be of direct use to the amateur de
signer. Your editors have determined that perhaps the 
best simplified method ever published was given in NACA 
Technical Manual No. 212, by Fred E. Weick. It appeared 
very long ago, in 1925 to be exact, and with this in view 
the editors contacted Mr. Weick and asked his opinion 
on the wisdom of republishing it in 1960. 

In his reply, the noted designer said he feels the in
formation is as good now as it was then (the air has not 
changed!) but suggests that while the RAF 6 airfoil shown 
in the drawings will give extellent take-off performance 
in a propeller of fairly high pitch, substituting the Clark 
Y may give slightly better high speed and cruising per
formance and would help dimb in a propeller of low 
pitch, p /D .: . . 6 or less. The reader should also see "Why 
The S-Curve in Propellers'!" in the May, 1960 issue of 
SPORT AVIATJ.ON. In the accompanying drawings it will 
be noted that there is shown a "Line of Centers of Gravity 
of Sections". This curved line is mathematically derived 
and is a function of propeller rotational speed. One may 
wish to use a straight line instead of a curved one for 
the line of centers of gravity. This will produce a pro
peller of modern "toothpiek" or straight bladed shape. 
NACA TN 127, "The Air Propeller, its Strength and Cor
rect Shape", gives details on plotting the eenter of gravity 
curve, if it is desired to study this matter further. The 
blade outline shown, however, is still quite acceptable 
for small-diameter propellers used with motors below 
the 50 hp figure. 

GENERAL 

For every combination of airplane and engine, there 
1s a certain design of propeller which will give the high- · 
est maximum speed. A slightly different design having 

DEVELOPMENT CENT(~ 

• 
Piper Aircraft Corporation 

Vero Beach. Florido. US A 

July 7, 1960 

Mr. Bob Whittier, Assistant Editor 
SPORr AVIATION 
57 Swift Avenue 
Osterville, !t,.as. 

Dear Hr. Whittier, 

Thank you for letting me examine the enclosed 
article before republishing it in SPORr AVIATION. Ao you 
recognized, the article printed in The 1'tlchanical Package 
Magazine was taken directly from NACA TN 212 but the portion 
on carving the propeller was added by the magazine. 

I believe that the information ia as good now as 
it wa.s in 1924 and it should still produce a good propeller 
for all-arowid perfonnance. If the propeller has a relatively 
high pitch the airfoil section used, the old RAF6,will give 
excellent talc~off performance. Very slightly better high 
speed and cruising perfonnance oould be obtained by 
substituting the Clark Y type airfoil section, and this would 
also help the climb if the propeller is o1' very low pitch 
(p/D • .6 or less). 

TN 212 was the first Report I wrote for the NACA 
and I get quite a kick from seeing it get into circulation 
again over 35 years later. 

SinceJ'Y>-..J.y, 

·'?~ 
ck 

Director, Development Center 

n,'W:rm 

EncJ osure 

less pitch, and usually greater diameter, will show the 
best performance in climb. The best propeller for all· 
around service will have characteristics between the high 
speed propeller and the climbing propeller. As the "ser
vice" propeller is the type most commonly used, it is the 
subject of this article. 

In the case of a tractor propeller, where the fuselage 
is in the slipstream, the power absorbed is greater than 
that of the propeller running alone. The amount of this 
power increase depends on the size and form of the fuse
lage. In this method of design, it is considered that 
a tractor propeller is operating in frpnt of an average 
fuselage. 

The accuracy with which a propeller will fit certain 
operating conditions depends primarily on the correct
ness of the performance figures (hp, rpm, and speed) of 
th~ airplane and engine. If these are not correct the 

C01ttirmed on nexl page 
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DESIGN AND BUILD ... 
Continued from preceding page 
propeller will not give the desired performance. This 
article is hased on data sufficiently accurate for the 
design of propellers for airplanes ranging from power
driven modrls of lrss than one horsrpowrr up to airplanes 
of ahout fifty horsepower. 

BASIS OF DESIGN 
The data necessary for the designing of a propeller 

are the hrake horsepower of the enginc, the revolutions 
per minute of the propellcr shaft, and the speed of the 
airplane. These comprise the rcquired performance of 
the combination of airplanp, cngine and propeller. A 
non-dimensional coefficient involving the above factors is 

I() vs 
·/ Pn2 . whcre 

v Airspced in ft. per sec. 
P _ Power in ft. lh. per sec. 
n Revolutions per sec. 
o . Density of air in mass units. 

This relation is developed in NACA Technical Report 
No. 186 hy Walter S. Diehl. 

Using engineering units and the value of o for stan
dard atmosphere, the relation becomes 

Performance coefficient = 
.325 / V'> 

v'HP. X N2 
V = Airspeed in miles per hour. 

HP. = Brake horsepower of engine. 
N = Revolutions per minute. 

This equation can be readily solved by means of the 
nomogram in Fig. 1. 

The operating conditions of any propeller are gov
erned by the airspeed, the revolutions and the propeller 
diameter. These are put into another dimensionless co
efficient called J. 

V 

J = 
nd 

1056V 

ND 
where d = Propeller diameter in feet. 

D = Propeller diameter in inches. 
Any propeller of pitch p, and diameter D, or pitch

diameter ratio p/D, has a definite operating condition 
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or value of J at which it works at its maximum efficiency. 
It also has a value of J at which it should be operating 
when it is an all-around service propeller on an airplane 
traveling at maximum speed. 

Fig. 2 is a curve made up of a series of these values 
of J for varying pitch-diameter ratios, plotted against the 
corresponding values of the performance coefficient 

/ o vs 
v ·1502-· 

The data for this curve are based on Durand's Navy 
Model Tests, but are entirely modified by flight tests, a 
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few of which were made under the direction of Professor 
E. P. Lesley at Langley Field. Most of them, however, are 
regular propeller performance tests. The curve is for 
service propellers working in front of a fuselage of aver
age resistance and proportions. The use of the curve is 
simple, giving directly the values of J and p /D for the 
performanc:e coefficient obtained from the nomogram in 
Fig. 1. 

The diameter is then given by the relation 
1056V 

D:.::: ----
NJ 

The pitch is found by multiplying the diameter by the 
pitch-diameter ratio found in Fig. 2, or p cc. p/D x D. 

EFFICIENCY 

The approximate efficiency of the propeller when 
working at the operating condition or value of J for 
which it was designed, is shown in Fig. 3. The value of 
the efficiency is higher for the higher values of J. 

A geared-down propeller operates at a higher value 
of J than a corresponding direct drive propeller, and is 
therefore more efficient, other things being equal. Sim
ilarly, a propeller on a direct-drive engine running al 
moderate rpm is better than one running at rather high 
rpm. Some Volkswagen rigs for example run their pro
pellers at 3500 rpm, and this is on the high side for 
efficiency. 

The propeller efficiency at the speed for best climb 
is usually from .87 to .93 of that for high speed. 

With the efficiency, HP and speed known, 

Thrust in lb. __ 
375 x HP x efficiency 

V 

STRENGTH 

The stresses in a propeller of given proportions vary 
as the square of the tip speed. Practically, the tip speed 

15A 

varies with the diameter and the revolutions per minute. 
If the product of the revolutions times the diameter in 
inches (ND) is less than 170,000, the stresses in the par
ticular design of propeller used in this report will be 
so low that spruce can safely be used. If it is under 
210,000 walnut mahogany or white oak will be sufficiently 
strong, but for anything over this figure, birch or hickory 
should be used. If, as very rarely happens, ND exceeds 
240,000, this design cannot be safely used, and a thicker 
blade will be neeessary, entailing a loss of efficiency. 

LAYOUT AND DRAWING 

The layout of the basic propeller is shown in Fig. 4. 
All dimensions neeessary for drawing the propeller are 
shown in terms of the diameter with the exception of the 
blade angles and the airfoil sections. A drawing of the 
master section is shown in Fig. 5. 

The blade angles are based on uniform geometric
piteh, so for any section 

p/D 
tan blade an;;le = ---

2rr 
where r is the radius of the section in terms of the 
diameter. Fig. 6 is a series of curves showing the blade 
angles plotted against the pitch-diameter ratio p/D, for
each of the six sections of the basic propeller. 

It will be noticed that the centers of gravity of the 
sections lie on a line which is determined by offsets from 
the radial centerline (Figs. 4 and 7). This is for the 
purpose of reducing the stresses, as is explained in the 
article "Why the S-curve in Propellers" in the May, 1960 
issue of SPORT AVIATION. 

Care must be taken to distinguish correctly between 
right-hand rotation and left-hand rotation. A right-hand 
propeller turns clockwise when viewed from the slip
stream. The basic propeller in Fig. 4 is right-hand and 
the examp]p in Fig. 7 is left-hand. This will help in de
signing propellers for VW engines where left-hand 
rotation is encountered. 

ACTUAL STEPS IN DESIGN AND LAYOUT 

Given: Brake horsepower, revolutions per minute, 
speed in miles per hour, engine hub dimensions, and 
direction of rotation. 

l. Performance Coefficient (Fig. 1). 
(a) A straight edge is run through the given HP 

on the horsepower scale and through the corresponding 
value of N on the revolutions per minute scale, and the 
point where it crosses the reference line is marked. 

(b) The straight edge is then run from the above 
p(Jinl on the reference line through the given speed on 
the miles per hour sealc, and the value is read where the 
straight edge c:uts I he Performance Coefficient scale. 

2. J and p/D (Fig. 2). 

(a) The point for the value of the Performance 
Coefficient is projected to curve. 

(bJ The value of J is read on scale at left. 

(c) The value of p/D is read on scale on the 
curve itself. 

3. Diameter. 
105(iV 

(a) D :.:::: inthes. 
NJ 

4. Efficiency (Fig. 3J. 
(a) The efficiency is determined for the value 

of J found in Fig. 2. 
5. Dimensions nec:essary to laying out the propeller 

are found by multiplying the dimensions given on the 
basic propeller (Fig. 4) by the above diameter. 

Continned on next page 
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DESIGN AND BUILD ... 
Continued from preceding page 

6. The dimensions of the individual blade sections 
are found by multiplying the maximum blade thickness 
by the ordinates shown in the master section (Fig. 5). The 

,.,-~·-0.10 ~hd,c.,$ 0.0'/7 lladius-, 

[Ci~' t~ oj 5 ,O 4".'.1 Jo -1e so dO 10 80 /JO xb 

1

25 Prrcent- •I 
111 8/octe W1d1'>z-------.i •. 

Fig. 5 MASTEi? BLADE SECT/OIi/ 

sections are divided into ten equal divisions with the di
vision nearest the leading edge subdivided into halves 
and quarters. 

The two sections nearest the hub are double camber
ed. These are figured as if they were two single cambered 
airfoils placed face to face, but new radii are drawn in 
at the leading and trailing edges. 
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7. The blade angles are found for the above p/D on 
Fig. 6, for the various sections. 

EXAMPLE 
Given: hp 20. 

N 2000 revolutions per minute. 
V 60 miles per hour. 
Rotation - Left-hand. 
Hub dimensions as shown in Fig. 7. 

l. Performance Coefficient = 1.01 (Fig. 1). 
(The solution of this is shown on figure.) 

2. For a value of the performance coefficient of 1.01. 
J = .484 and p/D = .560 from Fig. 2. 

1056V 1056 X 60 
3. Diameter. D cc: ---- = 65.5 in. 

NJ 2000 X .484 
Pitch, p = p/D X D = .560 X 65,5 = 36.7 inches. 
4. From Fig. 3, for J = .484 the efficiency is .71 or 

71%. 

5. The dimensions necessary for layout are found 
from the basic propeller and the master blade section 



o· 
o.+ 

(Figs. 4 and 5). (These may be chec!rnd on drawing of this 
example, Fig. 7.) 

6. The blade angles for p/D /D = .560 are found 
from Fig. 6, as follows: 

Section 
.075D 
.15 D 
.225D 
.30 D 
.375D 
.45 D 

CONSTRUCTION 

Angle 
50.0° 
3o.r 
21.6° 
16.5° 
13.4 
11.3" 

The layout is made full scale, first drawing the cen
ter-lines and lines of the centers of gravity of the sections 
as shown in Fig. 4. The sections are drawn in around 
their respective centers of gravity at the correct blade 
angles. They are projected up to get the side elevation 
and plan views. The dimensions marked "scale" in 
F'ig. 4, are measured on these views and checked by the 
corresponding measurements on the sections. 

The lamination lines are drawn in as shown in Fig. 7. 
Laminations may be from 1/4 in. to 1 in. thick, all of the 
laminations in a single propeller having the same thick
ness, except perhaps the outside ones. The lamination 
lines should be smooth curves, showing that the propeller 
is fair and will be without bumps or waves. This is a 
good check on the dimensions and drawing. The prin
ciple is similar to that used for "sandwich" construction 
in ship model hulls. The hull drawing is marked off with 
several waterlines and the planform at eaeh waterline 
taken off to get the outline of £'ach of the several layers 
of wood. When all layers are glued up the lamination 
lines then provide guides for carving. When the same 
idea is used to make a propeller, however, a complication 
arises. In Fig. 8 is shown a special gluing jig for a pro
peller. Due to the steplike positions of the several lam
inations, if a simple clamp is applied to the top lamina
tion it will tend more to tip the pile over than to apply 
vertical pressure to all laminations equally. The gluing 
,iig is designed to oven:ome this. But as the amateur 

/,/ 

Fig. 8 
Special jig for gluing up staggered propeller laminations. 

building one propeller will not wish to make a special 
jig, it is better to use nwrely a series of rectangular 
boards for the propeller blank. 1n Fig. 7, from the side 
view it is possible to take off the lengths of each of the 
laminations, and the boards can be of similar lengths. 
Such a stack of ::;traight laminations of equal width is far 
easier to clamp up tightly with ordinary general-purpose 
woodworking clamps. 

The prime reason why laminated construction is 
used is to reduce wood warping with weather changes. 
To realize the utmost advantage from lamination it is 
essential that the wood lw carefully selected for uniform
ity of grain and be thoroughly sPasoned. It is beyond the 
sco.pe of this article to discuss thc <'Xtensive subject of 

17A 
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DESIGN AND BUILD 
YOUR OWN PROPELLER . 
Continued from preceding page 
wood seasoning, drying, and moisture 
content measurement so it will be 
enough to stress that before building 
a propeller, it is wise to study avia-
tion technical books to learn some-
thing about this subject before g:i-
ing ahead. 

When the glue has dried thoroughly 
the clamps are removed and the pro-

Jf 

I peller outline pencilled accurately 
on the blank. With a handsaw, re
move all wood outside this line. 
A series of templates is made from 

·-·· ... - - .. l-

the drawing showing the blade angles 
and contours at the several stations, 
Fig. 9. Rough trimming can be 
done with a drawknife but as work 
progresses it is best to switch to 
a spokeshave to avoid digging out 
too much wood. The final hair scrap
ing may be done with a cabinet 
scraper. It is well to check balance 

L;,1'° ~Ci; 
~ S,Qcf,0115 ·-._ 

' as work progresses, so that when 
final spokeshaving is done the bal
ance is nearly perfect, and only very 

-1-·-
I 
I 

small amounts of wnod will be re-
moved from each blade in subse-
quent scraping and sandpapering. 
Most aircraft maintenance books 
show propeller-balancing rigs, and 
any propeller shop in your area 
should have a balancing stand with 
mandrels. Be sure also to test both 
blades for uniform tracking. 

I 
---+--<- l---

Balance before and after varnish
ing. It is highly recommended that 
the tips of the blades should be fab
ric covered. Cotton aircraft fabric 
may be glued on using some hard, 
durable glue such as Elmer's wa-
terproof glue. Fitting of brass tip
ing is a fussy operat;on and may be 
dispensed with for experimental pro
ellers, the tipping being put on af
ter the propeller has been test-flown 
and found to perform well. While the main purpose of 
fabric tipping is to prevent wear, remember that it also 
reinforces the thin wood in the outer areas of the blades 
and helps materially to prevent splitting under air loads 
and vibration. Removal of the tipping of an old and 
unairworthy stock propeller will show how brass tipping 
is applied. 

As an empirical guide for those wishing some point 
of departure in designing a prop, a Ford Model A turns 
1800 rpm. and swings a 72 x 42 prop. The Heath Hender
son turns 3000 and swings a 54 x 42 prop. Lawrence 28, 
1750 rpm. and 60 x 46 prop. Indian Chief, 22 hp., turns 
a 51 X 40 prop at 2500. The Harley 74 cu. in., 20 hp., 
turns the same prop 2000 rpm. and the little Indian Scout, 
18 hp., turns a 48 x 36 prop at 2000. 

• 
COMING IN 1961 ... 

Many fine articles are scheduled for publication in 
SPORT AVIATION throughout 1961. 

Two of these articles to watch for are Ray Bo1"st's 
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Fig. 9 - The use of accurate templates 
is essential to get both blades alike. 

Propellers 

"Wing Design", a comprehensive study of the selection 
of airfoils and John Thorp's "Performance at a Glance" 
which includes a copyrighted graph to make it easy 
to correct for true airspeed. 
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WHY SHOULD YOU use a shorter than standard 
propel ier on your homebuilt aircraft? This question 
puzzles many builders, especially when they hear that 
a long narrow propeller is more efficient than a 
short wide one. They are led to believe that propeller 
length should be limited only by structural or ground 
clearance for a particular design. This discussion will 
describe the factors which a designer should consider 
when selecting or specifying a propeller for an aircraft 
and show by example how a range of propellers was 
developed and tested for the Thorp T-18. 

The author's interest was aroused in the subject 
of the design and application of propellers when two 
failures occurred in reduced diameter metal propellers, 
one a complete blade separation and the second a 
near separation. Both propellers involved were M74 
DM models cut down to 68 inches length and used 
on 160 hp 0-320 Lycoming engines. In both cases, 
a blade factured at about 17 inches from the tip. 
These failures emphasized the wisdom in the strong 
recommendation by knowledgeable propeller experts 
that metal propellers should not be cut down below 
approved type certificated lengths unless competent 
engineering tests are conducted to identify a safe 
operating envelope fqr each engine-propeller combin
ation. My article in the November 1972 Sport Aviation 
entitled "Propeller Fatigue" described the results of an 
in-flight vibration survey performed on two reduced 
diameter metal propellers and three different crank
shaft extensions. Those tests conducted by Hartzell 
showed clearly why the two failures had occurred and 
identified a safe reduced diameter metal propeller 
configuration and operating envelope for use on 125 
hp through 160 hp Lycoming engines. There remained, 
however, a need for an efficient, safe propeller for 
180 hp Lycoming powered homebuilts in the 200 plus 
mph speed range. 

IAS 
200 
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140 
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15 20 

Altitude 7,500' 
Temperature at 680', 57°F 
Wood Prop W68LY80 
Metal Prop 76 EM-8-81 

25 3 

RPM x 100 

Figure 1 

New Wooden Propeller Tested - Although there 
have been no problems with the many reduced diameter 
metal propellers used on 0-360 Lycoming powered 
T-18's, there is some question about the advisability 
of twisting the nominally fiO inch pitched 76 EM blank 
to the over 80 inches pitch required to absorb 
180 horsepower in a fi8 inch diameter disc. SincP 
there is really no spPcific engineering data which 
indicates the extent to which a blade can he twisted 
before the metal is unduly tortured, and no simph· 
way to determine such a limit. it was felt advisahlP 
to make availablP a wooden propeller for thest• 
aircraft which would ht> approved by a commercial 

· propeller manufacturer. 
In accordance with specifications prepared by John 

Thorp, Sensenich designed a new wooden propeller 
along with a crankshaft extension compatible with a 
larger SAE type 4 flange required to transmit 180 
horsepower into a wooden hub. The propeller. 
designated W68LY80 was made by Sensenich and the 
extension was made hy George Rat.tray of Beloit, 
Wisconsin. Dick Walen of Toledo, Ohio had just 
installed an 0-:360-C2C 180 hp Lycoming in his T-18, 
so we asked him to flight test the new propeller. 
Dick also had a 76 EMMS-81 cut to 68 inches 
length so he was equipped to get comparative 
data on both a meta I and wooden propeller. 

AIRSPEED CONTROLLED BY THROTTLE 

CLIMBING FULL THROTTLE 
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Although of the ,-;anw length and :-;uppo,s,·dly the 
same pitch, the wooden propellc>r allowed thl' engine 
to develop higher rpm at all airspec>ds, Maxunum 
static rpm wa,; 2UOO for both propellers, but on 
takeoff roll, the wood,·n propeller rpm jumpl'd tu ~:lOO 
while the metal prnpeller didn't PXceed 22()() qim, 
Initial accell·ratiun seenwd lo fip much high,·r f<ff the 
wooden propeller, 

The air::;peed systPm un NJ lRW was carefully 
checked over a mea::;ured course and determined to 
be accurate to one or two mph, Datu wuc; then 
taken on both propellers at L,OUO, Ei,000, 7,:iOO and 
10,000 feet, At 2,000 feet MSL, the timed rnaxirnuu 
ground speed averaged 21:l mph for both propt•lll'rs. 
At 10,000 feet, the indicated airspeed wa,; ,d,uut 
;3 mph higher fur the wooden propeller, Figure i ,;,wws 
the relative performa nee or the two configura1 w1i,;, 

The higher rpm possible with the wooden ler 
indicates that it has not been optimized for best 
cruise speed if it is desired to not exceed ruted 
rpm at high altitude, It probably has been opLmized 
for highest speed at sea leveL An additional 2 
inches pitch would reduce engine speed about 100 
rpm, Dick has thus ordered a new wooden propeller 
with 8:2 inches pitch. 

lt is logical to ask why the wooden propeiler 
performs as well as the metal propeller when we have 
been told that a metal propeller can be designed 
to be up to 10'11 more efficient, The main reason is 
that the wooden prop was designed specifically for the 
180 hp T-18 application with a maximum speed of 
213 mph while the metal propeller wa,:; made from 
a blank desig,ned for the Piper Cherokee, Also, the 
metal propeller was found to have very puol' 
distribution, from the original 60" near the hub Lo 

!lfj 
·.i"t~~, 
~ l!'I;, .~,-

91" at 75,;; R. The wooden propeller is achieving an 
efficiency of about 83'{ which is quite high, The 
best Se,nsenich racing props get close to 90';, but 
fow comnwrcial fixed pitch propellers do better than 
the low tlO's. It 1s obvious that the wooden propeller 
is allowing thl' engine to develop more horsepower 
with the higher rprn and if the metal propeller had 
less pitch, it wuuld likely give a higher speed, 

Is Wuod Saji,,,rl In my last article, l f;tated that 
wooden propellers generally do not suffer fatigue 
failures, This µosition was challenged in a subsequent 
letter to the editor which claimed that the writer 
had observed a wooden propeller on a VW engine 
which he thought was failing due to fatigue. lHe 
later wrote that he might have been observing stone 
damage,! Henry Ruse, Chief Eng·ineer at Sen,wnich, 
,mys that Ill their entire history as the world's 
leading supplier of wooden propellers (over a quarter 
million sold! not one case has been reported of a 
wooden propeller failing from fatigue due to bending, 
His experience 1s that if a propeller is given 
sufficient stiffness to resist destructive flutter, it is 
considerably over-designed in regard to bending stresses, 
Wood naturally will fail due to fatigue, but since 
its fatigue strength is so near the static rupture 
stress level, there is virtually no data available on 
wood fatigue, Airplane Propeller Principles by Nelson 
lists the ultimate tensil strength of birch as 6,000 
psi and the fatigue strength also as 6,000 psi, 

Selecting a Propeller - It is safe to say that no 
single fixed pitch µropeller is best for all flight 
conditions, Selecting a propeller rn a process of 
compromise, A configuration that gives best climb 
usually doesn't give highest cruise speed or highest 
top speed, A crop duster is designed to have maximum 

(Continued on Next Page) 

(Photo by L•_1 S·...:noerH::nJ) 

Al Wedge, Sensenich Executive Vice-Pres,deflt, 2r1d K.ern 
Weinhoid, Serv'c,s, 'vlanager, inspec': '-o. "e•N ,,r"X1""'1 
W68LY80 prep c,1 ::>1ck Walen's T- 1 8 



WOOD & METAL PROPS .. 
(Continued from Preceeding Page) 

propPIIPr pfficiency during climb. An aPrnhatil' airpla1H• 
t!.stw.lly also should have a prnpelll'r with good climb 
pPrformance. 

For instance. owrwrs often Ust' standard TC'd 74 
DM and 76 EM Cherokee props for 0-:320 and O-:lGO 
powered Pitts Specials with about 4 inches bPss 
pitch. The only problem is that thPy will wind up 
extremely fast in a divt•. SomP pilots an· turning 
Uwm :l:300 to 3400 rpm rn a dive. It should lw 
remembered that the steady st.ressp;; bu i Id up in a 
propeller a:,; the :,;quare of rpm and tlw:,;e propelll•rs 
wpre de;;igned for a 2700 rpm rPd linP. Furtlwrmon·. 
the vihrat ion characteristics have m•vpr lwPn PxplorPd 
,it these spePds. 

Figure 2 
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Howard Levy in photographers heaven with ;iuthors 
T-18 N4782G. N4783G built by Don Carter ancJ N4784G 
by John Shinn. 

Mo:,;( propPI Jpr,-; shou Id fip cornpro111 is(•d t" f'il\'OI' 
higlwst cruisP SJH'l'd at .1rnund 7:'iOO f'Pl'l. Tlw crui:-l' 
or top spPPd is .1 l'!iiH' root f'uncl ion of' 1>1·01wlll'r 
efficiency. hut thP rate of' climb is a \'Pr~- s!'nsiti\'!• 
function of prnpPlil'I' d'ficipm•y. So ;1 prop<·li<·r dPsig1H'I' 
will :,;onwtimes take awav a ::;mall amounl of' pf'fici<'lll'Y 
at cruise spl'Pd. whPre ·it has \·ery liltl<· Pfft•d. an;l 
ad<l d1ieiPncy at best rntt• of climb spl'<'d wlwrl' it 
is quite notin•ahlP. 

Tlw VPl'Y h('st protPdun• to use in sPIPcting a pro1wlh·r 
is to first try to find one fr irn a typ<' r!'rt ifieat<'d air -
emf'! with similar dpsig11 rnnditions of' lop SJH'<'<L ratpd 
rpm and lrnrsqrnw('r. If' ont' rnatrlws \'our aircran·s 
charndNistic.s f'airlv clos<'iv and if' tlw i<'ngth 1s 
not too grl•al J'or :'l\·ailahll: clParanr<'. 1 lwn _\'Oll an• 
homt· fr!'<'. You can lw ;1:,;surPd that tlw aircraf't 
dt>sig1wr ;ilre;1dy did a reasonahlP joh tr:iding off 
factor:,; to g1\'<' lw.st cruisl' at around 7.;i()il fppt 
altitudP without ,,,1nificing ratt• of dimh apprt>ci;ihh·. 
If you pl;in to hu\· a IH'W pro;ll'lln. just ordlT on<' 
from a distributor f'or tlH' particular makP, mod(•! and 
horsepowPr aircr:dl which givP::< till' lwst match. 

If a prop<'li<'r cannot hp found in thi,-; man11p1·. it 
is possihlP to detPrmine till' propPr propPlkr rharactPr
istic:,; from various NA('A r<'pm·t,- refen•ncPd :11 tlw Pnd 
of this artick. SPvPral PXamplt>,- art' gin•n in ,-;uhsPqut>nt 
paragraphs to illustrate ho\v thl'SP rt>ports can lw 
used hv lhe l;1vma11. With tfw charadPri,-;tics of a 
prope!h'.r dl'll'rn;i,wrl in this man1wr. it i:,; possihk 
to ,;parch llw fi<·ld of (•xisting prop<•llt•rs :ind tn to 
find onP "·ith tlw ,-anw pitch. kngth and prnp<'r huh. 

or l'Olll'S(', llw hig quPstion is. ''\\'h:it :diout t!H' 
ca::<Ps wlwn• no suit;ihlP ,-;tandard propPlkr <·:rn IH• J'ound''" 
\Vp shall not p1Tt<·nd lo f'urni,-;h ,-;ut1icil'llt 111/'orrn;ilion 
lwrt> to pPrmil Villi to dp,-;1gn :1 "!H'l'i,il IW\\ prnpcll<'r. 
hut ratlwr (•,plai:1 th<' f;!<'lors infll1<'IH'lllg llw d<';;ign 
of' ,1 propl'lil'r ,-;o you (';111 llHll'<' intPllig<'ntl.\· :.;JH'l'if\ 
01w f'o1· t h,1t JH'\\ d1·,•,11n,d1ip or imprP,-l' th,· jH•1·f'or111:1m·<· 
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of your sluggish old dog. First, ll'l us examine some 
terms used in propeller design. 

Pitl'h - Pitch is the advance per revolution. It can 
be mea,;ured in various ways. Tlw geometrical pitch 
is commonly defined as the distance a blade element 
would advance along the axis of rntation in one 
revolution if it were moving along a helix of ,;lope 
equal to it;; blade angle. Blade angle is the acute 
angle between the chord line of an element and a 
plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation. 

In the 1920's when blades had a flat bottom, the 
reference was the flat portion of the blade. Now, 
however, the reference is from the center of the leading 
edge radius to the trailing edge or the chord line. 
Since only the propeller manufacturer normally ha,; 
available a template for measuring pitch properly, 
it is common for propeller overhaul ,;hops to 
inaccurately indicate propeller pitch by using the bottom 
as the reference. 

The geometrical pitch is not the same as the zero 
lift pitch, The zero lift angle of attack can be up 
to 4 degrees negative relative to the chord line. 
For this reason, it is possible for an airplane to 
achieve a maximum speed considerably higher than the 
speed obtained by multiplying max rpm by geometrical 
pitch. It is possible for a propeller to be running at 
as much as 2 degrees negative angle of attack 
(referenced to the chord line) at maximum speed. 
The lift coefficient might be as low as 0.22. 

Air velocity is not constant at all points in a 
propeller disc because of the presence of the nacelle 
or fuselage. The flow field has the lowest velocity 
air near the hub. It is desirnb!e to operate the 
entire propeller at the most efficient angle of attack, 
so in order to maintain a constant angle of attack, 
the geometrical pitch must vary over the entire 
propeller radius. The amount of variation depends on 
the body shape; for instance, whether a streamlined 
nacelle or a long fuselage. Table I shows the pitch 
distribution required to achieve constant angle of 
attack for a tractor propeller used on a single 
engine aircraft like a Cherokee. 

Station 
.15 
.20 
.:rn 
.45 
.60 
.75 
.90 
.95 

1.00 ltipJ 

'½ Geometric Pitch 
44.997 
55.89 
74.6 
90.3 
96.3 
98.5 
99.:1 
99.5 
99.6 

TABLE I - Pitch Distribution for Constant Angle of Attack 

The geometric pitch is the pitch stamped on a 
Sensenich fixed pitch propeller, so at no point is 
the actual pitch equal to the specified pitch. A 
homebuilt wooden propeller carved with constant 
pitch at all stations could experience stall conditions 
near the hub, especially during initial acceleration 
and climb. It certainly could not have the most 
efficient angle of attack over its entire length. 

Efficiency - Efficiency is the ratio of the thrust 
power tthrust times velocity) to the input power put 
in by the engine. It is a function of the design 
advance ratio which is the ratio of aircraft forward 
spe;_,,d to the speed of the propeller tip. 

Advance ratio ..Y.... where V is aircraft velocity 
. d D. d. nD , n 1s rpm an 1s 1ameter. 

In a propeller, the advance ratio is the same parameter 
that angle of attack is for a wing. Propeiler perform.anct 

is controlled by advance ratio just as wing performance 
is controlled by angle of attack. Since advance ratio 
involves design speed and rpm, it can be seen that 
factors external to a propeller affect its efficiency. 

The momentum theory states that efficiency is defined 
as the ratio of the aircraft velocity to the aircraft 
velocity plus slip-stream velocity. The kinetic energy 
imparted to the slip-stream while the propeller is 
generating thrust is wasted energy and the less 
kinetic t: nergy given to the air, the higher the efficiency. 
This is somewhat of an over-simplification, however, 
since there are other losses. For example, the twist 
put into the slip-stream is an energy loss. (The tuft 
test picture of John Thorp's T-18, which appeared in 
the ,July 1973 Flying Magazine, did not show noticeable 
spiralling of the slip-stream, but it was there.) The 
higher the advance ratio, the greater is the twist 
energy loss. There are also radial losses. The Gold
stein-Thelxlorsen minimum energy-loss propeller design 
process, which Henry Rose uses, simply select;; a pro
peller size and pitch which makes the sum of the three 
energy losses a minimum (momentum of ;;lip-stream, 
twist and radial). That is the whole of propeller theory. 
All Sensenich propellers are designed through the use 
of equations which permit the designer to minimize 
energy losses and thus maximize efficiency. 

An example of a good match of design parameters 
for maximum efficiency is the Formula I racer. With 
the powerplant used and the speeds they are getting, 
they are operating at an advance ratio where two-blade 
propeller efficiency 1s just about optimum. 

Solidity Factor - Solidity factor is defined as the 
ratio of propeller blade area to total swept disc area. 
As a general rule, other factors remaining constant, 
propeller efficiency decreased with an increase in 
,mli<lity. This is the reason we often hear that it is 
desirable to use as long a propeller as is practically 
feasible. 

For various reason:;, it is frequently necessary to 
design a propeller with a high solidity; for instance, 
if there is a structural length limitation and a high 
engine power which must be absorbed. NACA wind 
tunnel tests on 7 fu 11-scale propellers showed that 
"increasing the solidity by adding blades had a lesser 
adverse effect than increasing it by increasing blade 
width and an increase in solidity tended to delay 
the blade stall and to increase efficiency in the take
off range." Hamilton Standard uses a similar term 
called "activity factor". It is a weighted blade area 
effect which is obtained by multiplying blade width by 
the cube of blade radius. 

Length - Why should a shorter than standard 
propeller be used? According to the blade-element 
theory, it is desirable for all elements of a propeller 
blade· to be operated at the optimum angle of attack. 
Also, the propeller must ab,;orb the total amount of 
energy put out by the engine at a given rpm and a!r
speed. If a propeller were selected which was too long, 
then in order for the blade sections to operate at the 
optimum angle of attack, it might be necessary to 
shape a blade very narrow and very thin. The blade 
would be a long toothpick which could be struc
turally unsound and might penalize the design with longer 
than necessary landing gear. The optimum propeller 
is one that is not too wide so as to bring the 
efficiency down, just wide enough to be structurally 
satisfactory and long e,10ugh to absorb the power of 
the engine without exceeding critical tip speed. In 
some ways, selecting the diameter is more complex 
a problem than selecting the wing span, but ana:ogous 
in a way. 
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'•" _.:'.)-::,, :er des:gn ,.tudy fr.:- the T-18, performed 
hy Henry iws~,. snoweo ma;:, 68 inches length was just 
ahout optimum for the 180 hp engine and 66 inches was 
optimum for the 0-290 and 0-320 engines. Although a 
longer propeller could be and has been installed, it 
would not help the efficiency. 

There is a problf'm with the Formula I racers where 
the pilots want a wooden prop to use for cross
country flights and want to cruise at a much lower 
rpm (nearly 1,000 lowf'r than racing speeds). To 
absorb the horsepower with the available length 
propeller requires extremely high blade angles which 
may cause blade stall. A two-hlade cruisE' propeller 
must he quite wide and cruise rpm must bf' higher 
than is genera Ily preferred. 

RPM Red Lim' - There are many applications where 
the hest solution to a propeller design problem is to 
turn the engine up to a higher than normal rpm 
especially where there is a physical limitation on pro
peller length. Many users, however, are reluctant to do 
this hecause of possible excess engine wear. Knowledge
able engine manufacturer representatives say that as far 
as engine wear is concerned, hearing stresses, connecting 
rod stresses and forces on the side of pistons are 
generally not a prohlem. There are two general kinds 
of stresses in an engine, gas stresses and inertia 
stresses. For the flat four-cylinder engines, the cross
over point where inertia stresses predominate is ahout 
3,:300 rpm. Up to that point, the gas forces predominate. 
There may be some cases where the camshaft is a little 
soft for the valve train as John Thorp found during 
certification of a helicopter designed to cruise at 
:3,000 rpm. Camshaft wear became a problem above 2,850 
rpm and a specially hardenf'd camshaft had to be 
installed. Oil consumption is usually higher at elevated 
engine speeds. 

Although to most pilot's "calibrated ear" a cruise at 
over 2500 rpm sounds too fast, concern about engine 
wear should not restrict you to a low rpm. A morf' critical 
consideration on rpm red line is propPller vibration 
characteristics on metal propellers as discussed in my 
previous article. Tip speed is also important.. 

Tip Speed Limitation - For a woodf'n propeller, 
it is not wise to exceed 850 fps helical tip speed 
and for a metal blade, 950 fps. At higher tip speeds, 
the propeller wastes energy making noisp and thus 
loses efficiency, although there is probably no damage 
done running at higher speeds. The new noise regulations 
bPing drafted could influence propeller df'sign and 
force the use of lower tip speeds. 

If an engine is selected which requires very high rpm 
to develop full power, in order to kPPp tip speeds within 
limits, the propellPr length might need to he reduePd 

to the point that power disc loading is too high. 
This can happen with ,-;omp of the l w,H·ycie cngi nes. 
Then a lot of energy is lost in tht• high-velocity 
wake. A very rough rule is that the f;]ower the 
airplane, the lower should he the rpm. An example 
is the old OX-5 powered 90 hp biplanes of the l 920'F. 
Some of them had gross weights as high as 2,200 pounds 
and they would still get up and fly. ThP f'ngine w,1s rnted 
at around 1,400 rpm and they flpw quite slowly. 
Another PxamplP was an -old Glenn Curtiss l'ushPr in 
which the rPstorers had put. a 90 hp Franklin. Although 
the original enginP put out only 4G horsf'powPr. they 
couldn't get it off I.hp ground on 90 horsPpowPr. ThP 
reRson was that the original enginP turned up a q foot 
prop at :-iround 1200 rpm and 40 mph. With a 72 inch 
prop the power disc loading was too high and the 
pffieif'ncy very low. 

Ai1/i1i/s The SensPnieh 7fi EM propPller uses 
the Rosp I<>SPction airfoil. FigurP 2 show;.; this 
airfoil in tw,l 12'; thicknPss rnnfigurat.ions, one with 
5'1/, camber and 01w with no camber. ThP nose section 
of this 1·esc>mhk,: an ellipsP which blPnds into 
straight lines on both lop and bottom forming a w('dge 
shape at tlw trailing Pdge. All propellers designed 
and manufadurPd by SPnsenich since 195:J USP the E
Section airfoil If all the camber is taken out of a 
Clark Y, it closply resPmbles the older Sensenich P 
Section. Th1cknPs;.; ra t.ios are nParly identical. fl Pnry 
says, "Whf'n I designed my airfoils, I had two 
simple considPrations in mind. First was simplicity. 
Then, I wantPd thP curvature and all higher derivativps 
to be continuous and t.he curvature in both camhPr 
and thickness distribution to be zpro at the trailing 
edge. The whole family of NACA airfoils had a dis
continuity in the curvature distribution". 

McCauley props use the R.A.F. fi flat bottomed 
airfoil whilP SensPnich airfoils an• closPr to the Clark 
Y. Data on both R.A.F. fi and Clark Y are found in the 
various N ACA reports. A comparison of these air
foil shapPs is shown in Figure 3. 

A desirahlP airfoil for a wing wouldn't necessarily 
he a good airfoil for a propeller hladP. In a pro
peller bladP it. is much more important. that the air
foil have a high critical mach numher. And. as far as 
fat.igue lift, is concerned, form factm· should be such 
that strPsses are minimized at the leading and I.railing 
edges. Alcoa's data on fatiguP IifP takpn on a rotating 
heam in the laboratory is thrPP times or more greater 
than can he pPrmitt.ed in a propPller. Allowable stresses 
for a notched (dent.pd) condition ii; givPn as 18,000 psi 
comparl'd to 4,700 psi allowahlP for a propPiler. Form 
fiidor is important lwcause lhP axis of flexurP is 

(Photo by l u Sunderland I 

Flight tested claJT:.:i-on-crankshaft flange reinforcement required for safe operation of 0-290-G. 
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through the centroid ofa section and lead111g and trailing 
edge,; should be as near this as possihll' to minimize 
stresses there. For a flat-bottomed airfoil, the lt·,Hling 
and trailing edges might be quite for fru111 the axis 
of f1exun-; tlwrefore, any scratch or dl•nt on tht> t•dge 
is more likely to start a crack. A dent 1war tlw neutral 
axis has very little stress due to bending and is less 
critical. That i,; why it is preferable for an airfoil to 
be rathl·r elliptical in shape back to tlw point of 

Comparison of Clark Y and RAF 6 Airfoils 

Figure 3 

maximum thickness and then taperPd without any fancy 
curves from there back tu the trailing edge. The ltose E 
Section airfoil is about as simple, as far a,; curvature 
distribution is concl•rned, as you can get. Fabrication 
:,;implicity is abo a consideration, but performance should 
not be sacrificed unduly for this reason. 

Some of the new exotic airfoils like till' \,\"hitcomb 
airfoil might not be particularly well suited tu wooden 
or metal proµeller application~ due to the very thin 
:,;l'l'liun near the trailing edge and a reversl' curvature. 
TM, lnc. of Darby, Pa., is devt>loping a fibl'r-glass 
propl'ill'r which uses the Whitcomb airfoil, however. 
The Clark Y airfoil is often used by homebuilders 
hecausL' it is fairly easy to fabricate" with the flat 
bottom, but it is not· as efficient as other airfoils. 

To solve vibration problems, 1t is necessary to 
have a certain thicknes,; distribution in the blade.· The 
camber is propor·tional tu thickness in anv flat bottornPd 
section. Structural and vibration consilh:ratium; dictate 
a certain thickness distribution 111 a blade. That 
thicknes,-; distribution, which als,> lwconll's the camber 
distribution, is far frum what prnpl'ller theory says 
the optimum camber distribution ,-;lwuld be. In a flat
bottomed airfoi I, you get too much ,·,rn1ber 111 the wrong 
place. You want to control tlw cambl'r indqwndent of 
the thickness distribution. Thicknest-; distribution i;; 
dictated by performance considerations. 

l)esign Process - H,~nrv Hose used the Cokbtein 
Circulation Functions, \I hich were calculated accurately 
by the math laborat,iry of the U.S. Navy David 
Taylor Model Basin in· tlw mid !9GO's, frrn~1 which 
he plotted up graphs of energy-loss functions. Ill' also 
modified contraction function equations developl'd by 
Tlwodorsen. To design a propl'ller, lw hL•gins bv a;;suming 
an advann, ratio in the wakt· lwlix based on l'XperiPnce 
designing similar propellers. IIP t!wn picks off the 
values to us(• in tlw equations from thl' nirvPs and 
b_v making successi,·p apprnximations continues tlw 
process until a powl,r cod'ficient equation produces 
a solution which matches thl· power available from the 
,,ngine being considered. All Sensenich props are thu.s 
dl'signed simply from theory completely without the use 
of wind tunnel charts. Earlit·r ,;ome wind tunnel data was 
,l.~s,1rnptio11s of advalll'l' rat 10, but aftl'r designing a 

11urnbe1· of propellers Henry could pick a number out 
of l fw air which was quitP close. Th" Rose-modified 
Theodorsen l,quatwns give-~dl that is needed to design 
a propeller: bladl· width, length and design lift 
rnt'fficiPnt. After lw rl'lin·s, Henry plans to write 
a book cfoscribing the teclmiques h,· use:,, to design 
propelll,r~. 

rs'.rn111ple :-t/Jfi/u-u//()!/S - St•veral Pxamples will he 
giv,•n [(J show how NACA Report No. 640 can lw 
usf'd to ;-;dc•ct the pitch ,ind len~th of a prnpeller 
Fir!-Jl, t!1L• aut~1or':.., T-18 \.\1 1il .i)t_~ used for t..:'.sti:1bii.:-dii11g 

one set of ch·sign conditions as follows: 
n, Rated engim• speed, :2600 rpm 
P, i{ated horsepower, 1:25 
V, Maximum sea level speed, 180 mph 

Figure 7 of the report i,; shown here in Figure 4. 
It wi I l be used to determine both pitch and length 
for maximum efficiency 111 a two-bh1de propeller. 
First, it 1s necessary to calculate <'s from the 
equation given in Figure 5. lJse tlw scales given 
to find the fractional powers of speed. and rpm (',._ 
its found to be 1.89. 

From Figurl' 4. the l111e of iwak dficiency cToss<'s C, 
of l.89 at 25.5 bladl' angle. Thi;; intersection is at an 
advance ratio V;nD of 106. 

\' 180 J( 88 
('aleulate IJ .5 74' 

11, l.Uli 2ti00 l.Oti 

P1td1 at 75'; H .75 · fi9 · tan 25.5 77.4 .. 

The dotted line of maximum efficiency was con
structed by first drawing a smooth curve around the 
envelope of efficiency curves at the Lop of the 
chart. Tlw value of ( , chosen for each blade 
angle was the value wh.en.- the efficiency curve for 
each angle was tangent to the overall efficiency curVl'. 
For instance, for :20° angle, the pOI nt of tangl'ncy was at 

<',, 1.4. This point was piutted on Uw lower curve and the 
dotted line of maximum el1iciPncv was drawn through that 
point. Sorrwtimes a peak efficiency curve 1s constructed by 
taking thP peak efficiency for each hladl' angle rather than 
the point of tangency. 

Notice that for a pit.ch of ::'.5 degrees, the maximum 
efficiency is about 871

,; whil1c the maximum efficiency 
for a 4-blade propeller is 851

; as shown in Figure 5. 
Let us now assume a second exampil• for a slower 

airplane as follows: 
n, Rated engine speed, L600 rpm 
P, Rated power, 85 hp 
V, Maximum speed, 110 mph 

Lsing Figure .5. C~ 1s calcula!c'd tu !,,, 1.2;', 

l JO:, 88 , 12 

2(j()(J .(i5 

!'1teh a11gil' 17 
Pitch ~ -,._ .7.5 · tiH lall 17 

Now, assume llH' prop,·lil'r is l.-. tic opt1m1z<'d fm bt'sl 
rate of climb a' 8,'i t1,p!; Thl'n ,. JU, V nil 1s about 

2.5.A (Continued on Ne;;t Page) 
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WvOD & METAL PROPS ... 
(Continued from Pneceeding Page) 

.• 5. D 75 a1id pnch - 15° or 47". Notice that a lower 
pitch and longer lpngth arp optimum for best rate of 
climb conditions. 

n 1s only 2400 rpm at climb speed and P is 80 hp at 
that speed. 

Oshkosh Flight Tests The proof of the pudding 
1s in the tasting and the proof of a propeller is 
in the flying. So, while swapping stories on the 
flight line at Oshkosh 73, we decided to have a 
fly-off with three 180 horsepower T-18's having different 
type propellers. The aircraft used were: N18TT built by 
B.C. Roemer with a 68" long, 85" fixed pitch 
76 EM metal prop; Nl lRW built by Dick Walen with the 
new 68LYC80 wooden prop; and N262PE built by Gene 
Eckel with a 72" long Hartzell constant speed prop. 

Full throttle speed runs were made at 2,000, 4,000, 
7,500 and 10,500 feet altitude. At 2,000 feet N18TT 
was able to pull ahead of both others easily. During 
climb, the constant speed prop was far superior 
with the wooden prop coming second. As altitude 
increased, the speed advantage of NlSTT narrowed 
until at 10,500 feet on the first run, N1 lRW was 
faster. But B.C. Roemer claimed he hadn't had time 
to accelerate, so another run was made between the 
T-18s with wood and metal fixed pitch props and the 
metal prop was faster, how much fast.er wasn't 
determined. B.C. promptly hung a sign on Nl8TT, 
"World's Fastest T-18". 

The amazing thing was that the wooden prop gave the 
constant speed a real run for the money at all altitudes 
except for climb performance. Gene Eckel, a retired 747 
pilot, said, "That wooden prop is tremendous! If we had 
flown 50 miles we wouldn't have been 2 blocks apart -
and I don't know who would have been ahead". 

Of course, this is not a true comparison of pro
peller performance since slight differences in airframes 
can have significant effects. For instance, Gene Eckel's 
T-18 is unpainted while the others have all rivets 
very smoothly filled. Also, Dick Walen's canopy is 
slightly non-standard in that it does not contour 
smoothly with the windshield frame. 

along their entire length, the propeller m;ght run rough. 
Tak0 it back t.o the propelier overhaul shop 1f thP hladPs 
do not track well at all stations. 

Balancing of propellers even at the factory is done 
by inserting a mandrel in the huh and placing this 
on precision knife edges. Balance is checked with tlw 
blades in all positions. Vertical balance is just a;; 
important as horizontal balance. Material i;; ground 
off the sides of the blade right near the hub to 
bring them into vertical "balance and material is ri·

moved near the tip for horizontal balance. Ralam·P 
should be checked before and after painting sinn· 
uneven paint can cause a problem. 

Quite frpquentl:v factory new propPllers will run 
rough and if the propeller position on the flangP 
is changed by 180 degrees, the procedures won"t 
work. 
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Figure 5 

John Thorp recently discovered a solution to a rough 
running propeller problem. After a freak storm blew 
a hangar door in on his nice new T-18, he bought 
a new propeller and had it cut down and re-pitched. 
After several return trips to the overhaul shop, it 
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still ran rough. Then he called in Jim Chadwick who 
builds a helicopter rotor dynamic balancer. in about 
a half hour Jim dynamically balanced the propeller 
right on the airplane using the balancer which contains 
a strobe light, accelerometer and electronic analyzer. 
He simply added several washers to the spinner. John 
reports that this worked magic on his airplane and 
he highly recommends it. Every maintenance shop should 
have one of these balancers which is available from 
Chadwick-Helmuth Company, 111 E. Railroad Avenue, 
Monrovia, California 91016. Cost of the fixed wing 
model is around $1,900 but it would quickly pay for 
1 tself. 

Propeller Sources - Flight tests with the W68LY80 pro
peller were so encouraging that the author asked 
Sensenich to develop a line of wooden propellers for 
the 0-290 and 0-320 powered T-18's also. The design 
has already been completed and by the time this 
article is published, flight tests should be underway 
on my 0-290G powered T-18. The propellers for the 
0-290 and 0<l20 engines will be 66" long and have 
the same solidity factor as the W68LY: pitch will be 
the only variable. The 0-290 model will have 76" 
pitch and be designated W66LM76. (This compares to 
the 69" length and 77" pitch calculated using the 
NACA report, the difference due mainly to solidity 
and camber dissimilarities.) The W66LM props will fit 
the standard SAE type 2 flange on the engines. Both the 
W66LM and W68LY props will be available for about $170 
each sold only direct from the factory, Sensenich Corpor
at10n, P.O. Box 1168, Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604. 
17604 . 

As mentioned in my previous article, Sensenich 
designed a 68" long metal propeller de;;ignated 
76EM6-8-XX. It was made from the standard 76 EM 
forging and differed from the production K model 
propeller only in length and tip shape. 

One propeller was built and ;;hake te;;ted satis
factorily in the laboratory; however, the company 
subsequently decided that they would not supply or 
approve the_ use of any non-type certificated pro
pellers and 111stead developed the line of new wooden 
propellers. 
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If homebuildt.:rs wish to use a reduced diameter 
fixed pitch metal propeller with the large Lycoming 
engines, they are on their own and must obtain 
a standard length propeller and have it cut down 
and repitched at a propeller overhaul shop. For 
those who take this course of action, it is strongly 
recommended that the Hartzell flight test report 
be studied to see why certain lengths are unsafe. 
(A copy can be obtained for $2.00 from the author). 
Many homebuilders are operating cut down propellers 
in unsafe length Since the Hartzell report was written 
several 76 EM propellers cut to 68" lengths have been 
shake tested. These tests indicate that for the new 
K model and the stiffer original model both with tips 
shaped as shown in Figure 7, the critical resonances 
occur at engine speeds above 2700 rpm. 

Hartzell Propellers supplies a 72 inch long constant 
speed propeller which costs nearly $1,000. Being 
somewhat shorter it can be used on T-18's in the 
standard length. 

References: 
1. NACA Reports 350,640,775,776, 777, and 778 
2. Aircraft Propeller Design, by Fred Weick. 1930 
3. Airplane Propeller Principles, by Nelson, 1944 
4. Theory of Propellers, by Theodorsen, 1948 
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